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Characterization of the structural and optical properties is a subject of sig-
nificance for nanoporous material research. However, it remains a challenge to
find non-destructive methods for investigating the anisotropy of porous thin films
with three-dimensional nanostructures. In this thesis, a generalized ellipsometry
(GE) analysis approach is employed to study two types of anisotropic nanoporous
media: slanted columnar thin films (SCTFs) with polymer infiltration and inverse-
SCTF polymeric films. The thesis presents the physical properties obtained from
GE analysis, including porosity, columnar shape, principal optical constants, bire-
fringence, etc.
The thesis reports on using a GE analysis approach, combining the homoge-
neous biaxial layer approach (HBLA) and anisotropic Bruggeman effective medium
approximation (AB-EMA), to determine the changes in structural and optical
properties of highly porous SCTFs upon polymer infiltration. Via spin-coating,
poly(-methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) was infiltrated into the permalloy SCTFs
prepared by glancing angle deposition (GLAD). The Mueller matrix GE measure-
ments were conducted on the SCTFs before and after PMMA infiltration. The
obtained film thickness and columnar slanting angle show changes due to infiltra-
tion which are in good agreement with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) anal-
ysis. The method effectively identifies the changes in birefringence and dichroism
upon infiltration, and provides constituent fractions consistent with the performed
experiments.
GE analysis is further utilized to characterize the biaxial optical responses of
the porous polymer thin films. The porous polymer films with inverse columnar
structure (PMMA iSCTFs) were prepared via infiltrating polymer into the voids
of the SCTF templates and selectively removing the columns. The AB-EMA
was employed to analyze the GE data of the porous polymer films and SCTF
templates to determine the structural and anisotropic optical properties. The
structural parameters are highly consistent with SEM results. The classification
and structure of optical anisotropy are found to be identical for the samples.
Our GE results demonstrate that the anisotropic optical behaviors for the two
complementary structures follow the reciprocity principle in electrodynamics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Reviews
Porous materials are solid materials containing ordered or disordered pores (voids)
within the matrix media which could be made of organic or inorganic materials.
Porous materials have become a subject of significance for academic and indus-
try research since porosity can lead to a variety of new properties, functions and
applications. For instance, high porosity can result in large surface areas provid-
ing tremendous active sites for adsorption or reactions which benefit applications
such as catalysis and electrochemical supercapacitors(1,2). Porosity also leads to
effective optical properties within materials which can be tuned by controlling the
pore size, shape and distribution. Tunable optical properties contribute to the
the use of porous materials in photonic crystals and antireflection coating (3,4). In
addition, the porous regions allow for material infiltration and functional group
attachment, which offers great opportunities to obtain composite materials or
incorporate additional functions.
Due to the enormous value in porous materials, great research efforts have
been undertaken on fabricating porous materials in different forms, such as mono-
liths, thin films, powders and solutions. The fabrication of porous thin films has
received much attention because of the potential applications of porous films in
particular areas, such as coating technology and microelectronic system (5–7). Re-
cently, glancing angle deposition (GLAD), a bottom-up and one-step method,
2has been utilized to prepare highly porous sculptured thin films (STFs) from in-
organic and organic materials (8–11). Various nanocolumnar structures, such as
slanted columns, chevron and spiral, can be easily obtained by manipulating de-
position conditions, such as substrate rotation. The large interspacing between
individual columns defines the pore regions within STFs. STFs contain ensem-
bles of three-dimensional (3-D) nanostructures and possess strong form-induced
optical anisotropy. The porous STFs have been employed in many fields of ap-
plication such as sensor devices(12–14), antireflection (15) and engineered optical
materials (16–19).
1.1.1 Hybridization of Porous STFs
Hybridization of STFs is achieved by infiltrating other materials into the porous
regions of STFs. Hybridized STFs with functional materials such as conjugated
polymers and liquid crystals have attracted intense research interests, since the ap-
plications of hybridized STFs can extend to various areas, such as hybrid organic-
nanocolumnar solar cells and sensing devices (9,17,20–22). For instance, filling porous
metal oxide nanocolumnar thin films with conjugated polymers has been utilized
to prepare organic-inorganic hybrid materials with optimal photovoltaic perfor-
mances (20,23,24). The optical anisotropy of STFs is highly sensitive to material
infiltration, which can be exploited for sensing applications (9,21). For example,
since the dielectric constants of the infiltration materials affect the optical re-
sponse of the helix STFs, a circular polarization filter can be prepared from helix
columns to sense the fluid concentrations in the porous regions (9,21). Many re-
searchers have reported on the optical property changes of STFs upon polymer
or fluid infiltration using different methods (21,22,25–27). Robbie et al. found that
the transmission difference between right-handed and left-handed circular polar-
ized light can be enhanced by chiral STFs infiltrated with nematic liquid crystals
(LCs), compared to pure LCs (22). In another study, tungsten nanocolumns grown
via GLAD were impregnated with poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV) and the pho-
toluminescence emission and absorption of the polymer were improved due to the
increased PPV surface areas, excitation and emission cross sections (25). Steele et
3al. fabricated optical interference filters composed of porous titanium oxide STFs
with a sinusoidal refractive index profile. The filter exhibits fast bandpass spectral
shifts upon water vapor adsorption and desorption in the porous regions.
1.1.2 Fabrication and Optical Application of Porous Poly-
mers
Introduction of porosity into polymers has been demonstrated to be an effective
and facile manner to create new polymeric systems, adding more functionalities to
the bulk materials. A key issue is the methodology by which the porosity is cre-
ated in bulk polymers with desired characteristics, such as pore size, morphology,
etc. Recently, a variety of methodologies for fabricating porous polymers have
been extensively researched, mainly including templating synthesis, block copoly-
mer self-assembly and direct synthesis(28–32). In templating synthesis, nanoscale
porosity is generated by filling polymer into the voids of a nanostructured template
and subsequently removing the template. In the second method, self-assembly of
block copolymers (BCPs) causes a phase separation between two or more chem-
ically immiscible homopolymers, then sacrificing one homopolymer segment gen-
erally leads to a highly ordered porous system (33–36). Finally, direct synthesis
employs chemical reactions to generate pores directly or induce phase separation
within polymers during the polymerization. Many researchers have used nanos-
tructured templates in conjunction with atomic layer deposition to obtain porous
thin films (5–7). Among the approaches, no method is superior than another in all
respects, the goal is to find facile and effective routes allowing for good control
over the properties such as pore size, morphology, surface condition, etc.
Templating synthesis is essentially a molding and casting methodology to pro-
duce porous polymers with inverse structure of the templates (28). The synthesis
procedure mainly includes the following steps(28): (1) design and preparation of
the templates with desired nanostructures; (2) infiltration or adsorption of raw ma-
terials (polymer melts, polymer solutions, polymer precursors, or monomers) into
the void regions or on the surface of the templates; (3) solidification or polymeriza-
tion of polymers; (4) selective removal of the templates using etching techniques.
4The common templates used in this method include colloidal crystals of silica or
polymers (PMMA, polystyrene, etc.) (37–39), spherical nanoparticles of organic or
inorganic materials (40–43), porous membranes with cylindrical pores (44–47). To ful-
fill a precise duplication of the template structures, the templates should possess
well-defined and tunable nanostructures such that the pore morphology can be
controlled, and excellent infiltration of the raw materials into the templates must
be reached such that void defects in polymer framework could be avoided.
Research efforts have been devoted to using porous polymers in various ap-
plication areas including templates for nanostructured materials, low-dielectric
constant materials and so on (48–50). In particular, it has been a research focus to
tailor the optical properties by introducing pores with variable sizes and shapes to
the solid films, because such tunable optical properties allow for the applications
of porous polymer films in many areas, such as optical sensing and antireflec-
tion coatings (51–54). For instance, porous polymer films with tuneable porosity
have been prepared with different phase-separation approaches to achieve desired
low refractive indices or gradient refractive indices and demonstrated to be ex-
cellent candidates for polymeric antireflection coatings(52,55–57). With optically
induced alignment, elongated pores were uniaxially aligned within liquid crystal
polymer films which could produce strong birefringence (53). Harris et al. fab-
ricated porous photoresist films with inverse helical pore structure which cause
large optical rotation to the incident polarized light due to the large difference of
refractive index between pores and polymers(54). Many researchers reported the
application of porous polymeric photonic crystals for organic vapor, humidity or
drug sensing (58–62). The sensing mostly depends on the stopband changes of the
porous polymers which occur when the vapor analytes permeate into the pores
and change the porous volume or refractive index (51,58,62).
1.1.3 Characterization of Porous Materials
1.1.3.1 Characterization of Porous Properties
A crucial task for porous material research is to characterize the multiple prop-
erties and performances. Void fraction (porosity), surface area and pore size dis-
5tribution (PSD) are unique properties to be evaluated for porous materials. One
of the common methods is using gas adsorption isotherm to obtain porous prop-
erties of monoliths and powders (29,63,64). Top-down scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) are widely used to study the porosity,
pore size and surface morphologies for porous films. (65–67) The non-destructive
techniques, including X-ray reflectometry (XRR), small angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS), small angle neutron scattering (SANS) and so on, have been used to
determine the porous properties of thin films. (68–71)
Ellipsometry has been extensively used as a non-destructive optical method
to determine the thickness, porosity, pore shape, pore size distribution (PSD)
and optical constants of porous polymeric films (72–77). In particular, ellipsometry
porosimetry (EP), which combines adsorption/desorption technique and spectro-
scopic ellipsometry, provides access to the PSD of porous polymer thin films (72,73,77–82).
In EP, the adsorption/desorption of organic vapors in the pores induces the
changes of refractive index and thickness of the samples which are determined
by ellipsometry (83). The volume fractions of the pore and vapors are generally
determined using the Lorentz-Lorentz equation or Bruggeman effective medium
approximation (BEMA) (73,78,83). The dependence of the vapor volume fraction on
vapor relative pressure is an adsorption/desorption isotherm, which is used to cal-
culate the PSD with the Kelvin equation (83). Vayer et al. used EP to characterize
porous poly(-styrene) films with cylindrical pores. Their results from adsorp-
tion/desorption isotherm and PSD suggest that the cylindrical pores were open
at both ends and some adjacent pores are interconnected at the substrate/film
interface(73).
1.1.3.2 Characterization of Structural and Optical Properties for Porous
STFs
Many conventional techniques are not suitable to characterize the porous STFs
with complex three-dimensional (3-D) nanostructures. For instance, the top-down
SEM analysis can only determine the porosity for vertically aligned nanocolumns(84–86).
It is difficult to apply the gas adsorption isotherm involving nitrogen or argon
6to STF films with thickness of only hundreds of nanometers, because this tech-
nique is not sensitive to detect the small mass changes on the films to gas ad-
sorption (83,87,88). Krause et al. showed that the gas adsorption using krypton is
not applicable to vertically aligned nanocolumns deposited at high oblique angles
(> 65◦), since complete pore filling is difficult to reach due to bulk solidifica-
tion (88). SAXS and SANS have difficulty in determining the film thickness and
need to be combined with other techniques to obtain the film porosity (80,87).
In addition to the porous structures, the anisotropic optical behaviors of the
STFs are also important for investigation. However, because of the complex 3-D
structure of the films, it is difficult to find an optical analysis technique which fully
characterizes the anisotropic optical properties. Transmittance or reflectance spec-
tra are generally used to investigate the optical properties, such as birefringence
and photonic stop bands (9,89–91). Unfortunately, the biaxial optical properties of
STFs with three principal optical axes can hardly be obtained with such methods.
Besides, the optical analysis with those methods provides limited access to study-
ing the structural properties. Last but not least, effective methods are lacking to
evaluate the constituent fractions of hybridized STFs consisting of multiple com-
ponents. Material infiltration could also induce changes in the columnar structure
of STFs. The characterization of STF structural properties, such as column di-
mension and tilt angle, is mainly dependent on SEM (92,93). But SEM can only
reflect the localized morphology of certain areas in STFs, rather than an average
property. Besides the sample preparation for SEM could be destructive to organic
STF structures.
Previously, Mueller matrix generalized ellipsometry (MMGE) has proven to
be an effective tool to investigate the intrinsic structural parameters and biax-
ial optical properties of porous slanted columnar thin films (SCTFs) (94–96). The
changes in optical anisotropy of SCTFs upon infiltration can be also monitored by
GE (97,98). For example, May et al. discovered a change in the anisotropic optical
response of TiO2 SCTFs due to molecule adsorption and found that individual
Mueller matrix elements respond to the adsorption differently (98). Nevertheless,
in order to precisely identify the changes in structural parameters and effective
optical constants, appropriate physical models are required to analyze the GE
7experimental data measured on SCTFs before and after infiltration. Recently,
the homogeneous biaxial layer approach (HBLA) has been employed to model the
GE data to obtain film thickness, columnar slanting angle and the effective optical
constants of SCTFs (97,99,100). In order to gain quantitative information about con-
stituent fractions of porous SCTFs, the anisotropic Bruggeman effective medium
approximation (AB-EMA) has been utilized(94,96,101–105). Hofmann et al. em-
ployed an AB-EMA model to describe the dielectric and structural anisotropy
of cobalt SCTFs at terahertz frequencies and indicated that the optical response
varies depending on the ambient surrounding the nanostructures (102,104). Roden-
hausen et al. showed that GE can be used to dynamically detect the amount
of protein adsorption into the voids of SCTFs (105). However, limited research is
conducted on using GE data analysis approaches to study how the infiltration
affects the structure, birefringence and dichroism of SCTFs.
1.2 Thesis Motivation
The high porosity in STFs provides a platform to hybridize with functional ma-
terials. Hybridized STFs are created by infiltrating materials into the open pores
of STFs. The infiltration materials can thereby add functionality and alter the
physical properties of STFs. Particularly, the optical properties of the STFs are
highly sensitive to the infiltration materials in the porous regions. However, due
to the complexity of anisotropic nanostructures within the films, it is difficult for
optical analysis approach to characterize the changes in the optical properties of
STFs upon material infiltration. In addition, accurate determination of porosity
and structural changes due to infiltration remains a challenge for hybridized STFs.
STFs can also be employed as templates for preparation of inverse porous
polymer thin films. Through hybridization of STFs with polymers and selective
removal of STFs, porous polymeric systems with inverse STF structures (inverse-
STF polymer films) can be obtained. The pore structures of the inverse-STF poly-
mer films can be tuned by fabricating STF templates with various 3-D nanostruc-
tures. Since geometrical properties of porous polymer films, such as surface area
and pore structure, are controlled by the STF morphology, the choice of templates
8Figure 1.1: Schematic for the as-deposited SCTF, SCTF infiltrated with polymer
and porous polymer with inverse columnar structure.
is a significant tool to design porous polymeric films towards their anticipated ap-
plication. In particular, the optical properties of inverse-STF polymer films can
be tailored by introducing different pore structures. For example, inclusion of
nanopores with anisotropic STF shapes (e.g., slanted nanocolumn) in isotropic
media results in anisotropic optical behaviors of porous films. Determination of
the anisotropic optical properties, such as anisotropy classes (e.g., tetragonal,
monoclinic) and structures (sequence of magnitude of principal optical constants,
for example na > nb > nc, with na, nb and nc being the optical constants along
each major polarizability axis), becomes crucial to improving the fabrication and
design for inverse porous films with desired optical performances(51–54).
In the present thesis, a non-destructive optical characterization method, gen-
eralized ellipsometry (GE), is employed to investigate the structural and optical
properties of two anisotropic nanoporous media: (1) porous SCTFs with or with-
out polymer infiltration; (2) porous polymer films with inverse columnar struc-
ture. First, GLAD was utilized to fabricate porous SCTFs and hybridized SCTFs
were prepared by infiltrating polymers into the porous regions of the as-deposited
SCTFs as shown in Fig. 1.1. GE analysis combining two modeling approaches,
the HBLA and AB-EMA, is utilized to analyze the GE data of the SCTFs and hy-
bridized SCTFs to identify the changes in structural and optical properties upon
infiltration. Secondly, the porous polymer films with inverse SCTF structure were
prepared by a selective etching on the SCTF templates after polymer infiltration
as shown in Fig. 1.1. GE analysis with AB-EMA is employed to study the poros-
ity, composition, pore shape and optical anisotropy of the porous polymer films.
9The significance of results obtained from different physical models are compared
to each other.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The present thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2 gives a brief introduction
to the fabrication techniques and apparatus (e.g., GLAD). Chapter 3 depicts the
working principles for the employed characterization methods, particularly the
theory of GE is briefly reviewed. Chapter 4 describes the experimental details on
the preparation and characterization of porous SCTFs infiltrated with polymers
and porous polymer films with inverse SCTF structure.
In chapter 5, a GE analysis approach, combining HBLA and AB-EMA, is
used to determine the structural and anisotropic optical properties of multi-
constitutional SCTFs. The Mueller matrix GE measurements are conducted
on permalloy (Ni80Fe20) SCTFs before and after infiltration with poly(-methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA). The SCTF thickness and nanocolumn slanting angle ob-
tained from the HBLA analysis on the GE data are compared to SEM results. The
changes in birefringence and dichroism upon infiltration are also identified by the
HBLA modeling. Two AB-EMA formalisms are employed to evaluate constituent
fraction changes. The effective optical constants obtained by the HBLA and the
experimental Mueller matrix data are used as the target data for the AB-EMA
modeling, respectively, in two different procedures.
In chapter 6, GE is utilized to investigate the anisotropic optical properties
of porous PMMA thin films with inverse SCTF structure (PMMA iSCTFs). The
PMMA iSCTFs were prepared via infiltration of PMMA into cobalt (Co) SCTFs
and subsequent etching of SCTF templates. The Mueller matrix element data
measured on PMMA iSCTFs and Co SCTFs are analyzed by the AB-EMA to de-
termine the structural and biaxial optical properties. From the GE data analysis,
it is revealed that the optical behaviors of PMMA iSCTFs and SCTFs follow the
electromagnetism reciprocity theorem where time-harmonic electric current den-
sities (polarizabilities) and resulting electromagnetic fields are interchangeable as
response and source, respectively.
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Chapter 7 summarizes the results and conclusions. A brief outlook is also
presented in this chapter.
Chapter 2
Fabrication Methods
2.1 Glancing Angle Deposition
2.1.1 Growth Mechanism
GLAD is a recent innovation of oblique angle deposition (OAD) by introducing
substrate rotation control (9). In OAD, the trajectory of a highly directional vapor
flux is oblique to the substrate normal, which can generate inherently anisotropic
thin films. An atomic-scale self-shadowing effect, which becomes prominent with
deposition angle higher than 65◦, is the key to the deposition process. The com-
petitive growth due to self-shadowing effect in combination with a reduced surface
diffusion leads to a mechanism that the vapor can only condensate on nuclei which
are initially formed on a substrate. The left scheme in Fig. 2.1 describes the phe-
nomenon of self-shadowing during the fabrication of slanted columns. By adding
substrate rotation to OAD, GLAD technique provides great opportunity to fabri-
cate various types of nanostructures. The substrate rotation changes the direction
of the incident vapor and the dynamics of self-shadowing during the deposition.
Therefore, the column growth can be manipulated to form desired nanostruc-
tures by simply adjusting the manner of substrate rotation. The right scheme in
Fig. 2.1 depicts the formation of helical nanostructure by rotating the substrate
continuously.
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of the deposition process of typical STFs: slanted columnar
thin films (left); helical thin film (right). Scheme adapted from Schmidt (107).
By using different substrate motions, a variety of 3-D nanostructures, includ-
ing slanted columns, vertically aligned posts, zigzags, spirals and combined nanos-
tructures, can be obtained. The 3-D nanostructures arrange in ensemble forming
highly porous thin films, generally named sculptured thin films (STFs). The large
porosity can be exploited by adding materials with different functionalities to cre-
ate the class of nanohybrid functional materials. STFs can be grown from various
materials, such as metals, alloy, oxides and semiconductors. Because of the self-
shadowing growth mechanism, GLAD can be applied to arbitrary substrates in
principle (8–10,106).
GLAD with a stationary substrate can be used to fabricate slanted columnar
thin films (SCTFs). At the initial stage of the deposition, a large number of nuclei
are formed randomly on the substrate and become the nucleation centers for the
subsequent nanostructure growth. As the deposition continues, the shadowing
effect dominates the process such that the nuclei receive more vapor than the
shadowed areas behind them and low temperatures minimize the surface diffusion.
Eventually the nuclei develop into nanocolumns which are tilted towards the vapor
flux source. The columns are initially symmetric with a typical diameter of 20
nm approximately. As the columns grow, fanning-out of the columns will occur
in the direction perpendicular to the incident vapor direction, which results in a
lateral broadening of the columns (9,108). Much research work has been devoted to
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establish the relation between flux incident angle and the tilt angle of the deposited
columns (109–114). It was found that the tilt angle is a function of the surface
energies of both substrate and deposited film, such that different combinations
of substrate and thin film materials yield different inclination angles. Thus the
prediction of the column tile angle can be difficult especially if the knowledge
about the specific surface energies is absent (9).
With a continuous substrate rotation at a relatively slow rate, the nanocolumns
have sufficient time to grow along the direction of the incoming flux, which leads
to helical structure formation. The deposition parameters such as time interval of
each rotation step and the deposition angle determine the fine structure of helical
thin films including the perimeter of each loop, diameter of the nanocolumns,
the number of the turns, pitch, etc (9). Vertically aligned columnar thin films can
be formed by fixing the deposition angle and controlling the in-plane substrate
rotation at an appropriate speed. The speed of the rotation must be increased to a
higher level than that used for growing helical structures. The zigzag structure can
be grown by changing in-plane azimuth between ±180◦ at a constant deposition
angle.
2.1.2 Glancing Angle Deposition System
The GLAD system used for STF fabrication is shown in Fig. 2.2. The system is
composed of a load-lock chamber and a deposition chamber. The load-lock cham-
ber functions as a transitional stage between atmospheric pressure and ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV). The sample can be transferred from the load-lock chamber into
the deposition chamber without interruption of UHV. The pressure is monitored
with a Bayard-Alpert hot cathode ionization measurement system for pressure be-
low 2× 10−2 mbar and a Pirani gauge for pressure above 5.5× 10−3 mbar (115). A
scroll vacuum pump and a turbomolecular pump attached to the load-lock cham-
ber can produce a high vacuum within 5 minutes. The scroll vacuum pump is
firstly used to reach a pressure of approximately 4 × 10−2 mbar and the turbo-
molecular pump is subsequently switched on to obtain a pressure of 10−6 mbar (115).
Once the vacuum condition of 10−6 mbar is reached, the gate valve connecting
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Figure 2.2: Photograph of the UHV GLAD system: (1) load-lock chamber, (2)
vacuum gauge, (3) turbomolecular pump, (4) magnetically-coupled linear-rotary
feedthrough, (5) gate valve, (6) deposition chamber, (7) sample manipulator, (8)
vacuum gauges, (9) mechanical scroll pump, (10) turbomolecular pump. Items
(1)-(4) are for the load-lock chamber whereas (6)-(10) for the deposition chamber.
the two chambers can be opened and the sample can be transferred to the sample
manipulator in the deposition chamber with a magnetically-coupled linear-rotary
feedthrough system.
The deposition chamber is an UHV system equipped mainly with an electron
beam evaporator, a sample manipulator and quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)
deposition controller. The gauge system comprises a transmitter (based on the
Pirani thermal conductivity principle) for the pressure range from 5 × 10−4 to
1000 mbar and a Penning gauge for the range from 1×10−9 to 1×10−2 mbar (115).
A mechanical scroll pump and a turbomolecular pump are utilized to reach a
pressure of 10−8 mbar regularly.
A general experimental setup for GLAD process in the deposition chamber is
described schematically in Fig. 2.3. The electron beam evaporator system located
at the bottom of the deposition chamber is used to provide a stable vapor flux
for the deposition. The electron gun with tungsten filament emits the electrons
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Figure 2.3: Scheme of GLAD process (116).
which can be accelerated in an electrical field (potential difference up to 10 kV)
and directed by a constant magnetic field to impinge the source material (115).
The material loaded in a pocket is heated by the electron beam with a maximum
current of 800 mA to reach evaporation and generate vapor flux. The deposition
rate can be adjusted by controlling the electron beam current. The QCM depo-
sition controller is employed to monitor the deposition rate in the chamber. The
controller located close to the substrate holder is installed with its surface normal
to the incident vapor flux.
The sample manipulator is used to control the tilt rotation to adjust the angle
(deposition angle) between incident flux and the substrate normal and the az-
imuthal (in-plane) rotation of the substrate with respect to the substrate normal.
The tilt rotation is achieved with a differentially pumped rotary feedthrough by
±180◦. The azimuthal rotation is manipulated with a computer controlled stepper
motor which enables precise control over rotating speed and direction.
Fig. 2.4 shows the cross-sectional images of STFs with different nanostructures
grown via our GLAD system. Fig. 2.4(a) shows an image of permalloy SCTF
deposited on Si substrate. The source material for deposition is composed of
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Figure 2.4: Cross-section SEM images of STFs with different nanostructures
grown via GLAD: (a) permalloy slanted nanocolumns; (b) Si helical nanocolumns;
(c) Co vertically-aligned nanocolumns; (d) Ti zigzag nanocolumns(97). Note the
film plane in (b) is tilted. Scar bar: 500 nm.
81 wt% Ni and 19 wt% Fe (SCM, Inc.). The deposition was conducted at an
oblique angle of 85◦ and the deposition rate is maintained constantly between 3
and 4 A˚/s measured at normal incidence. The SEM image of a typical helical
thin film prepared from Si is shown in Fig. 2.4(b). The film was deposited at
a deposition angle of 85◦ with a counterclockwise substrate rotation of 0.1 rpm.
The deposition rate was maintained at 4 A˚/s for 22 min, which results in two
complete 360◦ substrate rotations. Co vertically-aligned nanocolumns shown in
Fig. 2.4(c) were deposited at a deposition angle of 85◦ with a counterclockwise
substrate rotation of 5 rpm and a deposition rate of 4.7 A˚/s for 8 min. For the
zigzag structure shown in Fig. 2.4(d), the first layer was deposited at a deposition
angle of 85◦ for 5 min, subsequently an in-plane rotation of 180◦ was conducted
within 15 s, and the substrate position remained unchanged to grow the second
layer for another 5 min (97).
2.2 Polymer Infiltration
Three methods are mainly utilized to achieve polymer infiltration into porous ma-
terials. First method involves use of elevated temperature above Tg (glass tran-
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sition temperature) or Tm (melting temperature) of polymers. Under such high
temperature conditions, solid polymers are transformed into their liquid form with
low viscosity which enables the polymer to spread into the porous regions. In this
method, no organic solution is needed and the solid polymer is in contact with
the porous materials before increasing temperature. The second method utilizes
the polymers in their solution forms for infiltration. In this method, two ap-
proaches are frequently used to perform the infiltration: direct submerging and
spin-coating. In the first approach, the porous materials are submerged into the
polymer solutions for certain time at room temperature. The second method
employs external forces, such as vacuum and pressing, to achieve a good infiltra-
tion (117,118). The infiltration is mostly determined by the viscosity of the polymer
fluid rather than the wetting condition (117). In the third approach, the polymer
solutions are spin-coated onto the porous materials. After the infiltration, the
solutions must be vaporized at elevated temperatures.
Spin-coating is a solution-based deposition technique which utilizes the cen-
tripetal force during the spinning to form a uniform thin film with a specific
thickness. This technique is a simple, low-cost and effective way which has been
broadly used for polymer thin film deposition (e.g., photoresist for patterning
wafers, organic solar cells) in industry production and academic research (119). A
spin-coating process generally includes four steps. First, the solution is dispensed
onto the substrate. Secondly, the substrate spinning is accelerated and stabilised
at a specific speed to spin off the extra solution. Thirdly, the solvent evaporates
at the constant spinning speed and the film on the substrate becomes thinner.
Finally, the obtained film is dried at specific temperature to further evaporate
the solvent. The film thickness is mainly controlled by two factors(119,120): (1)
spin-coating conditions such as spinning speed and spinning time; (2) solution
properties such as solution viscosity and solute concentration. Increasing spinning
speed or spinning time leads to thinner films, while increasing solution viscosity
or solute concentration results in thicker films. In this thesis, spin-coating and
baking above Tm of the polymer was utilized for polymer infiltration into porous
SCTFs.
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2.3 Etching
Selective removal of the templates is the final step towards the formation of porous
structures in polymers, which is generally performed with etching techniques.
Etching is essentially a process to remove the undesired materials with chemical
or physical methods such that the nanostructured pattern can be accurately re-
produced in the remaining materials (121). Several parameters are used to evaluate
the etching process, including etching rate, etching profile, selectivity, etc. The
etching process is generally classified into two types: dry etching and wet etching.
Dry etching utilizes plasma generated in the gas state to etch the materials,
therefore it is a plasma etching process. Two plasma-sample interactions occur
simultaneously. First, energetic particles (e.g. heavy positive ions) physically im-
pinge on the sample surface to remove the materials, which is referred as physical
etching. Secondly, energetic particles (e.g. radicals) in plasma react chemically
with the materials on the sample surface, which is referred as chemical etching.
Physical etching generally leads to an anisotropic etching profile while chemical
etching results in an isotropic profile. The material removal is a combined effect
from both physical and chemical etching. Reactive ion etching (RIE) is a plasma
etching technique utilizing physical and chemical processes for material removal.
In RIE, the etching gas is dissociated after being subjected to an radio frequency
AC field to generate positive ions, radicals, free electrons, etc. A DC self-bias is
developed on the cathode to create voltage difference between sample and plasma,
such that the ionized particles can be directed to bombard the sample surface to
improve anisotropic etching. Finally, the etch by-product is removed via the ex-
haust. In addition, modern RIE systems are attached with inductively-coupled
plasma (ICP) generator to create high-density plasma(121). In ICP, a spiral in-
ductive coil is utilized to produce an electromagnetic field for plasma generation.
A broad range of etchant gases can be utilized for selective etching on different
templates. For instance, fluorine-based gases (e.g. CF4, CHF3, SiF4) etch oxide
materials, SF6 and CF4 with addition of O2 etch silicon, chlorine-based gases (e.g.
BCl3, Cl2) etch aluminum
(121). O2 is generally used for polymer etching.
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In wet etching, material removal is realized by the chemical reaction between
chemical reagent solutions and samples, and the by-products are resolved in the
solution and discarded, or they can be removed in a rinsing process. Wet etching
is typically an isotropic etch process. The etching rate can be adjusted by reagent
concentration, temperature and etch time, but it is more difficult to control in wet
etching than plasma control. Nevertheless, wet etching has several advantages over
plasma etching. First, it has low requirements on technical equipment. Secondly,
plasma damage is avoided in wet etching. Furthermore, a wide range of wet etch
recipes can be used to obtain a highly selective process which is not available in
plasma etching (28). For instance, silica templates can be easily removed by HF or
NaOH, some polymer templates can be removed by organic solvents. Thus wet
chemical etching is the major method for porous polymer preparation. In the
present thesis, an aqueous iron chloride (FeCl3) solution is employed to etch the
Co STF templates. The ionic equation of the chemical reaction can be expressed
as (122):
2Fe3+(aq) + Co(s) → 2Fe2+(aq) + Co2+(aq) (2.1)
where aq and s stand for aqueous and solid states, respectively. This reaction
etches Co layers effectively without forming gaseous products or precipitates.
Two etching methods are employed for preparation: plasma and chemical wet
etching. Firstly, RIE is used to remove the extra top polymer layer on SCTFs after
spin-coating. This step is carefully controlled such that the SCTFs infiltrated with
polymer remain intact. Secondly, wet chemical etching is used to remove the STF
templates. With this preparation, a polymer matrix is created which resembles
the SCTFs in its void structure.
2.4 Atomic Layer Deposition
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a CVD process with repeating gas-solid reaction
cycles to grow materials layer by layer. The irreversible and saturating gas-solid
reactions, for instance chemisorption of the reactants, are the key features for
a conformal, uniform and dense deposition on complex three-dimensional struc-
tures (123,124). One cycle of a two-reactant ALD process typically comprises of four
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Figure 2.5: Photograph of the ALD system indicating main components.
steps (124). In the first step, the first reactant, generally a metal reactant, is chem-
ically adsorbed on the substrate; secondly, the unreacted gases and by-products
are removed by a purge or evacuation step; thirdly, the second reactant (non-
metal reactant) is introduced to react with the first reactant. Fourth step is a
purge step to remove the unreacted gases and by-products. This cycle is repeated
to gradually increase the material thickness. The pulse-controlled process in ALD
allows for accurate control over the thickness. A wide range of ALD reactions
have been developed for the growth of various materials, including metal oxides,
noble metals, etc (124).
In the present thesis, ALD is employed to deposit an ultrathin oxide layer onto
porous PMMA films for SEM investigation. When porous PMMA films are sub-
jected to high energy electron beam, damage or deformation of the nanostructure
could occur, thus it is very difficult to obtain SEM images with high resolution
to reveal the nanoporous structure. In general, a layer of inorganic materials is
required to coat on the polymer to protect the porous polymer structure from
electron beam damage. In this thesis, an aluminum oxide (Al2O3) layer with a
thickness of approximately 5 nm was deposited on the porous PMMA via ALD.
The ALD system (Fiji 200, Cambridge NanoTech Inc.) used for deposition is
shown in Fig. 2.5. The main components of the system include gas (precursor)
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cabinet, ALD control panel, process chamber, load-lock chamber, turbo pump.
A spectroscopic ellipsometer is attached to the ALD process chamber, allowing
for in-situ monitoring of the thin film growth process. The system is capable of
depositing substrates with size up to 200 mm via thermal or plasma-assisted pro-
cess. The system is equipped with 6 heated precursor cylinders and 6 plasma gas
lines.
Chapter 3
Characterization Methods
3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is one of the most versatile techniques for
examination and analysis of surface morphology and chemical composition of ma-
terials (125). In SEM, high-energy electrons interact with a material specimen to
generate secondary electrons, back-scattered electrons, Auger electrons, etc. These
electrons can be collected with specific detectors for imaging or composition anal-
ysis. High-energy electrons with an energy level of 0.1-30 keV are generated
through electron sources generally composed of tungsten hairpin or lanthanum
hexaboride filaments (125). For a modern SEM instrument, a field emission source
is used to produce a stable electron beam with higher current and lower energy
dispersion. The generated electron beam is subsequently adjusted and focused by
the magnetic field produced by the magnetic lens system.
The image acquisition in SEM depends on detecting various signals from
electron-specimen interactions which can be divided into two categories: elastic
interaction and inelastic interaction. In elastic interaction, the energy loss of the
electrons is negligible during the collision with the specimen atomic nucleus and
a large electron deflection angle is accompanied. Backscattered electrons (BSE)
is one typical signal due to elastic interaction, which can be used to provide
information on both topography and composition. During inelastic interaction,
the energy loss of incident electrons occurs due to collision accompanied by a
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large energy transfer to the specimen lattice. The created signals are carried by
secondary electrons, back-scattered electrons, characteristic X-rays, for example.
When incident electrons impinge on the specimen, loosely bound outer shell elec-
trons are ejected from the specimen atoms after receiving sufficient kinetic energy
to form secondary electrons (126). As the incident electrons propagate through the
specimen, electron trajectories spread laterally to regions larger than the original
incident beam size (126). This lateral spreading determines the spatial resolutions
for different signals in SEM. Less spreading results in higher resolution. Due to
inelastic scattering and energy loss, electrons and characteristic X-rays can es-
cape from certain depth below the material surface only, which is referred to as
escape depth (126). As shown in Figure 3.1, the escape depth and spatial resolution
vary for different types of signals. Auger electrons have highest spatial resolution,
while characteristic X-rays have largest escape depth. Secondary electrons with
low kinetic energy (approximately 3-5 eV) possess relatively small escape depth
ranging from 5 to 50 nm. They are very sensitive to the surface morphologies
of materials and are mainly used to obtain topographic contrast in high resolu-
tion (125). The resolution of the secondary electron image generally determines the
highest resolution of the SEM instruments.
Since SEM depends on electron signals for imaging, specimen preparation is re-
quired for materials which emit low level of secondary electrons, such as polymeric
or bioorganic samples. Coating of other conductive materials (gold, chromium,
carbon, titanium, etc.) is a common method to improve the image quality. Sput-
tering is widely used in the coating process, but the coatings prepared via this
method are not suitable for polymeric or bioorganic materials with ultra fine
nanostructures, because sputtering results in coatings with large grain size (2-6
nm) and nonuniformity which prevent the nanofeatures from being observed by
SEM. Additionally, many polymeric or biological samples suffer from damage or
deformation under high energy electron beam, thus it is imperative to use coat-
ing to protect these materials from electron beam damage(127,128). Particularly
for nanostructured organic materials, a uniform, conformal and ultrathin coating
is required. In the thesis, ALD is utilized to achieve a uniform and conformal
coating on porous PMMA with inverse nanocolumnar structure for SEM analysis.
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Figure 3.1: Diagram for interaction regions in specimens exposed to high energy
electron beam. The vertical and lateral double-headed arrows indicate the escape
depths and spatial resolutions for the signals generated at each region. The length
of the arrows illustrates the magnitude of the escape depth and spatial resolution.
Note that longer lateral arrows denote larger electron spreading and therefore
lower resolution.
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3.2 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) utilizes characteristic X-rays emitted
during the electron-specimen interactions to provide compositional information on
localized areas of the specimens. An incident electron beam bombards a speci-
men and causes ionization due to a knock-out of an inner shell electrons of the
atoms. Another electron transfers from an outer shell down to the inner shell to
fill the vacancy and emit X-ray photons. The X-ray energy equals to the energy
difference between the two involved electron orbits which is characteristic for each
element. The X-ray is detected by the EDS spectrometer to generate a spectrum
for chemical composition analysis (126). In the EDS spectra, the position of the
peaks can be used to identify specific elements in the specimen while the peak
intensities are generally used to conduct quantitative analysis for the detected
elements. The energy of the X-rays measured for EDS analysis generally ranges
from 0.1 to 20 keV (126).
As described above, characteristic X-rays originate from outer shell electrons
filling the inner shell vacancies due to the knock-out of inner shell electrons. Elec-
trons occupy different shells with specific energies which are named after capital
Roman letters. In an order of increasing distance from the atomic nucleus are K
shells, L shells, M shells, N shells. In EDS, the characteristic X-rays are distin-
guished by a capital Roman letter to indicate the orbits in which the knock-out
occurs due to the incident electron bombardment. The Greek letters (α, β, γ)
are used to distinguish between energy levels from which the outer shell electrons
transit to fill the vacancies. Figure 3.2 illustrates the energy level diagram for
an atom and the excitations which induce X-rays with specific energies. Each
horizontal line indicates the energy level of an electron state. Normal state cor-
responds to an atom with no electrons ejected. Knock-out of an electron in each
shell increases the energy of the ionized atom to the level of that shell. For in-
stance, ejection of an electron in the K shell increases the energy of the ionized
atom to the K level. If an electron in the L shell falls into the vacancy in the
K shell, the atom energy decreases to the L level leading to the emission of Kα
X-ray.
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Figure 3.2: Energy level diagram for an atom showing the transitions resulting
in different characteristic X-rays. The electrons at K, L, M and N shells are
removed and vacant states are created due to the incident electron bombardment
(excitation). X-rays such as Kα, Kβ, Lα and Mα are emitted when the outer
shell electrons move into the vacancies. Figure adapted from(126).
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Via measuring the specific energies of the emitted X-rays, particular elements
can be determined according to Moseley’s law which is expressed as:
E = A(Z − C)2, (3.1)
where E denotes the energy (eV) of the X-ray peak, A and C are constants which
are specific for each x-ray series, for example, A = 10.2 for Kα and 1.89 for Lα,
while C = 1.13 for Kα and 7.4 for Lα. Hence, Z which is the atomic number of a
specific element in the specimens can be determined(126).
In EDS measurement, X-ray artifacts, such as the escape peaks, stray radia-
tion and sum peaks (pileup peaks), could appear and be wrongly interpreted as
characteristic peaks (125). A sum peak may appear in the EDS spectra when two
X-ray photons arrive almost simultaneously. If an X-ray photon arrives at the
detector before the signal system finishes processing the preceding photon, the
two X-ray photons may be counted as a single photon whose energy is the sum
of both X-ray photon energies (126). For example, if a Kα and a Kβ X-ray arrive
at the detector simultaneously, a Kα+Kβ X-ray could be counted, which can be
found at an energy Esum, with Esum = EKα+EKβ (EKα and EKβ are the energies
of Kα and Kβ X-rays, respectively). Sum peaks generally occur at high count
rates or when the spectrum is dominated by a single element(125). Therefore, this
X-ray artifact must be considered and corrected in EDS analysis. In the present
thesis, sum peaks due to the signals of Si are identified and not assigned to any
specific elements.
3.3 Spectroscopic Ellipsometry
3.3.1 General Description
Ellipsometry is an optical characterization method which analyzes the change
in the polarization state of a light beam upon reflection from (or transmission
through) a sample to determine material properties, such as optical constants,
thin film thickness, material composition, etc. (129). In spectroscopic ellipsometry
(SE), the spectral-dependent change of the polarization state of the light upon
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Figure 3.3: The scheme of ellipsometry measurement (129).
reflection (or transmission) is measured and analyzed. Figure 3.3 illustrates a
typical ellipsometry measurement in reflection configuration. The parallel (p-)
and perpendicular (s-) polarized components of the incident light change their
polarization state in both amplitude and phase after reflection on a sample. For
p-polarized light, the electric field is parallel to the plane of incidence while for
s-polarized light the electric field is perpendicular. Standard SE measures two
parameters Ψ and Δ which are defined by the following equation:
ρ ≡ tanΨ exp(iΔ) ≡ rp
rs
≡
(
Erp
Eip
)/(
Ers
Eis
)
, (3.2)
where rp and rs are the Fresnel reflection coefficients, respectively. Erp and Ers
denote the complex amplitudes of the reflected p- and s-polarized electrical fields,
respectively. Eip and Eis are the complex amplitudes of the incident p- and s-
polarized electrical fields, respectively (129). From Eq. 3.2 we have:
tanΨ = |rp|/|rs|, Δ = δrp − δrs. (3.3)
here the angle Ψ relates to the amplitude ratio of Erp to Ers while Δ denotes the
phase difference between rp and rs
(129).
3.3.2 Jones Matrix and Mueller Matrix
3.3.2.1 Jones Matrix
For completely polarized light, the polarization state can be represented by the
Jones Vector which is defined by the electric field vector along x and y directions.
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For example, the polarization state of the light traveling in z direction with two
electric field components oscillating in x and y directions can be expressed by the
Jones vector as follows (129):
E(z, t) = exp [i(kz − ωt)]
[
Ex0 exp (iδx)
Ey0 exp (iδy)
]
. (3.4)
In general, by omitting the term exp [i(kz − ωt)] this equation can be simplified
to (129)
E(z, t) =
[
Ex0 exp (iδx)
Ey0 exp (iδy)
]
. (3.5)
In ellipsometry, the Jones matrix shown in Eq. 3.6 can be used to represent
the sample properties which are responsible for the change of the polarization
state of the light after the reflection on a sample. In the equation, the Jones
matrix J connects the incident polarized light (Ap, As) and the reflected light
(Bp, Bs). The Jones matrix contains four complex-valued elements. For isotropic
materials, only the diagonal elements rpp and rss of the Jones matrix take nonzero
values (rpp and rss represent the Fresnel reflection coefficients). On the other
hand, both the diagonal and the off-diagonal elements of the Jones matrix are
nonzero for anisotropic materials. rps represents the conversion of s-polarization
into p-polarization while rsp represents the conversion of p-polarization into s-
polarization after reflection.(
Bp
Bs
)
= J
(
Ap
As
)
=
(
rpp rps
rsp rss
)(
Ap
As
)
. (3.6)
3.3.2.2 Generalized Ellipsometry
In the Jones matrix formalism, a complex reflectance ratio ρ is defined as fol-
lows (130):
ρ =
rpp + rspχ
−1
rss + rpsχ
, (3.7)
where rpp, rsp, rss and rps are the four Jones matrix elements introduced in Eq. 3.6,
χ = Ap/As denotes the ratio of the incident wave amplitude. Six real-valued GE
parameters for reflection Ψpp, Δpp, Ψps, Δps, Ψsp and Δsp can be defined with the
ratios of the four Jones matrix elements (130):
rpp
rss
≡ Rpp = tanΨpp exp(iΔpp), (3.8a)
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rps
rpp
≡ Rps = tanΨps exp(iΔps), (3.8b)
rsp
rss
≡ Rsp = tanΨsp exp(iΔsp). (3.8c)
Thus the complex reflectance ratio ρ can be written by the three GE ratios as
follows(130):
ρ =
rpp/rss + (rsp/rss)χ
−1
1 + (rps/rpp)(rpp/rss)χ
=
Rpp +Rspχ
−1
1 +RppRpsχ
. (3.9)
By definition, ρ is dependent on the polarization state of the incident plane wave
represented by χ, which is different from standard ellipsometry (131,132). However,
the six parameters are only sufficient for the non-depolarized light conditions.
When the sample or ellipsometer optical components cause light depolarization,
the Mueller matrix elements need to be employed to represent the GE data(132).
3.3.2.3 Mueller Matrix
The optical response of materials can be also characterized using a 4×4 Mueller
matrix descriptive system. In Mueller matrix representation, a Stokes vector
composed of four elements is used to describe the polarized or partially polarized
light propagating through a material. The four Stokes parameters grouped in the
column vector S are defined as⎛
⎜⎜⎝
S0
S1
S2
S3
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
Ip + Is
Ip − Is
I45 − I−45
IR − IL
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (3.10)
where Ip, Is, I45, I−45, IR and IL denote the intensities for the p-, s-, +45◦,
−45◦, right-handed and left-handed circularly polarized light components, respec-
tively (130). The degree of polarization Pχ can be defined as:
Pχ =
√
S21 + S
2
2 + S
2
3
S0
, (3.11)
here Pχ varies from zero to unity. Pχ = 1 for totally polarized light while Pχ = 0 for
unpolarized light. For partially polarized light, 0 < Pχ < 1. Thereby, the Mueller
matrix scheme can be used to describe the propagation of partially polarized light
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through the materials. In this description, the Mueller matrix, corresponding to
the optical response of material, transforms the input Stokes vector to the output
vector by a matrix multiplication:⎛
⎜⎜⎝
S0
S1
S2
S3
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
output
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
M11 M12 M13 M14
M21 M22 M23 M24
M31 M32 M33 M34
M41 M42 M43 M44
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
S0
S1
S2
S3
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
input
. (3.12)
In ellipsometry measurements, the Mueller matrix elements are normalized with
respect toM11. The 16 Mueller matrix elements can be divided into two categories:
the diagonal and off-diagonal elements. The 4 elements at the upper right corner
(M13, M14, M23, M24) and the 4 at lower left corner (M31, M32, M41, M42) are
accounted as the off-diagonal Mueller matrix elements, while the other 8 elements
are the diagonal Mueller matrix elements.
The Mueller matrix for an isotropic sample is given by (130):
M =
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
1 −N 0 0
−N 1 0 0
0 0 C S
0 0 −S C
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (3.13)
Where N, C and S are related to the ellipsometric parameters Ψ and Δ, which
can be expressed as:
N = cos 2Ψ, (3.14a)
S = sin 2Ψ sinΔ, (3.14b)
C = sin 2Ψ cosΔ. (3.14c)
N, C and S also obey the relation N2 + S2 + C2 = 1. As shown in Eq. 3.13,
the off-diagonal elements are zero for an isotropic sample. For anisotropic sam-
ples only, the off-diagonal elements are nonzero, therefore these elements can be
used to study the anisotropic optical properties of the materials. Nevertheless,
for anisotropic samples with particular symmetry, these elements become zero in
certain measurement configurations (95,99).
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3.3.3 Anisotropic Dielectric Function Tensor
3.3.3.1 Dielectric Function Tensor
In non-cubic materials, the dielectric function can be expressed by a complex-
valued second-rank symmetric tensor ε in Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z):
D = ε0(E+P) = ε0εE = ε0
⎛
⎝εxx εxy εxzεxy εyy εyz
εxz εyz εzz
⎞
⎠E, (3.15)
where D, P and E are the displacement, polarization field and electric field,
respectively (ε0 is the vacuum permittivity)
(131). D, P and E are given along the
unit directions x, y, z as:
D = xDx + yDy + zDz, (3.16a)
E = xEx + yEy + zEz, (3.16b)
P = xPx + yPy + zPz. (3.16c)
3.3.3.2 Rotation Matrix
In order to transform the dielectric function tensor from the Cartesian laboratory
coordinate system (x, y, z) to Cartesian auxiliary coordinate system (ξ, η, ζ), a
rotation matrix A containing three (real-valued) Euler angles can be used such
that:
ε(x, y, z) = Aε(ξ, η, ζ)A−1, (3.17)
where the unitary matrix A (A−1 = AT , T denotes the transpose of a matrix) is
an orthogonal rotation matrix defined as:
A =
⎛
⎝cosψ cosϕ− cos θ sinϕ sinψ − sinψ cosϕ− cos θ sinϕ sinψ sin θ sinϕcosψ cosϕ+ cos θ sinϕ sinψ − sinψ cosϕ+ cos θ sinϕ sinψ − sin θ cosϕ
sin θ sinψ sin θ cosψ cos θ
⎞
⎠ ,
(3.18)
where ϕ, θ and ψ are the three Euler angles for the rotation (131). The rotation
procedure is depicted in Fig. 3.4. In applying the rotation matrix, firstly the
coordinate is rotated by ϕ around the z-axis; subsequently the system is rotated
by θ around the new x-axis; finally the system is rotated by ψ around the ζ-axis
to become the Cartesian auxiliary coordinate system (ξ, η, ζ).
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Figure 3.4: Definition of the Euler angles ϕ, θ and ψ and the orthogonal rotations
as provided by the rotation matrix A. (x, y, z) and (ξ, η, ζ) are the Carte-
sian laboratory coordinate system and the Cartesian auxiliary coordinate system,
respectively (131).
3.3.3.3 Bond Polarizability Model
The intrinsic bond polarizations establish a spatial non-Cartesian (monoclinic or
triclinic) or Cartesian (orthorhombic, tetragonal, hexagonal, trigonal, or cubic)
center-of-gravity system, with axes described by vectors a = xax + yay + zaz,
b = xbx + yby + zbz and c = xcx + ycy + zcz
(131). The dielectric polarization can
be described by linear superposition of polarizations along the unit axes a, b and
c:
P = Pa +Pb +Pc, (3.19)
with
Pa = a(aE)a, (3.20a)
Pb = b(bE)b, (3.20b)
Pc = c(cE)c. (3.20c)
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where a, b and c are the complex-valued scalar major polarizabilities along
each unit axis (131), and . The unit axes a, b and c are referred as the major
polarizability axes. The three major polarizabilities obey Kramers-Kronig relation
and exhibit dependence on the photon energy ω. The corresponding part of
the (symmetric) dielectric function tensor ε can be related to the three major
polarizabilities as follows:
εxx = 1 + axaxa + bxbxb + cxcxc, (3.21a)
εxy = axaya + bxbyb + cxcyc, (3.21b)
εxz = axaza + bxbzb + cxczc, (3.21c)
εyy = 1 + ayaya + bybyb + cycyc, (3.21d)
εyz = ayaza + bybzb + cyczc, (3.21e)
εzz = 1 + azaza + bzbzb + czczc. (3.21f)
with εij = εji (i = j) (131).
For materials in Cartesian systems (orthorhombic, tetragonal, hexagonal, trig-
onal and cubic systems), a rotation matrix A independent of the wavelength can
be found such that ε has a diagonal form in the coordinate system (ξ, η, ζ):
ε = A
⎛
⎝εa 0 00 εb 0
0 0 εc
⎞
⎠A−1, (3.22)
where εa, εb, and εc are the dielectric functions in the major polarizability axis
system (a, b, c) and εj = 1 + j (j = a, b, c)
(131). The diagonal tensor in the
equation above represents the dielectric properties of different crystal systems.
For example, for an isotropic system εa = εb = εc. In this case, ε is a scalar.
For uniaxial materials with tetragonal, hexagonal and trigonal symmetry, ε is
composed of one out-of-plane component εc along c axis and two identical in-
plane components εa = εb along the other two axes. For biaxial materials with
orthorhombic symmetry εa = εb = εc.
For biaxial materials in non-Cartesian systems such as monoclinic and triclinic
systems, an additional projection matrix U is required to compose a virtual or-
thogonal basis such that ε has a diagonal form in the coordinate system (a, b,
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Figure 3.5: Definition of α, β and γ. The scheme depicts a crystallographic unit
cell with the major axes a, b and c. α, β and γ are the angles between a, b and
c. For example, with monoclinic symmetry, εa = εb = εc and β = α = γ = 90◦;
with triclinic symmetry, εa = εb = εc and α = β = γ = 90◦ (107).
c):
ε = AU
⎛
⎝εa 0 00 εb 0
0 0 εc
⎞
⎠UTAT , (3.23)
and U takes the form as follows(133):
U =
⎛
⎝sinα (cos γ − cosα cos β)(sinα)−1 00 (1− cos2 α− cos2 β − cos2 γ + 2 cosα cos β cos γ) 12 (sinα)−1 0
cosα cos β 1
⎞
⎠ ,
(3.24)
where α, β and γ are the internal angles between the major polarizability axes a,
b and c. β = α = γ = 90◦ can be found for monoclinic system with β being the
monoclinic angle, while α = β = γ = 90◦ holds for triclinic system. Obviously,
α = β = γ = 90◦ is valid for materials in a cubic, uniaxial or orthorhombic
system, and U becomes a diagonal 3× 3 identity matrix. As shown in Figure 3.5,
c axis is chosen to coincide with the z-axis while a axis is located within the x-z
plane. For instance, the dielectric tensor εm of a monoclinic system is expressed
as follows (107):
εm = U
⎛
⎝εa 0 00 εb 0
0 0 εc
⎞
⎠UT =
⎛
⎝1 + a 0 00 1 + sin2 βb sin β cos βb
0 sin β cos βb 1 + cos
2 βb + c
⎞
⎠ , (3.25)
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where a, b and c are the polarizability along each axis a, b and c, β is the
internal angle between axes b and c. The dielectric tensor εt of a triclinic system
is given as follows (107):
εt =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
a sin
2 α + b
1
sin2 α
Γ2 b
1
sin2 α
ΓΛ (a + b
1
sin2 α
Γ) sinα cos β
b
1
sin2 α
ΓΛ −b 1
sin2 α
Υ −b 1
sinα
cos βΛ
(a + b
1
sin2 α
Γ) sinα cos β −b 1
sinα
cos βΛ a cos
2 α + a cos
2 β + c
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
(3.26)
with
Γ = − cosα cos β cos γ + cos γ, (3.27a)
Λ = (− cos2 α− cos2 β + 2 cosα cos β cos γ + sin2 γ) 12 , (3.27b)
Υ = cos2 α + cos2 β − 2 cosα cos β cos γ + cos2 γ − 1. (3.27c)
For monoclinic and triclinic systems, the rotation matrix A used to diagonalize
ε in the coordinate system (a, b, c) (as shown in Eq. 3.23) becomes wavelength-
dependent, because the matrices in Eq. 3.25 and 3.26 contain wavelength-dependent
entries a(ω), b(ω) and c(ω). Therefore, in order to determine the optical prop-
erties of monoclinic and triclinic systems, the measured GE data must be analyzed
in a wide spectral range, and wavelength-independent Euler angles (ϕ, θ and ψ)
must be found (107). Table 3.1 summarizes the symmetries and dielectric tensor
properties of different crystal systems presented above (130).
3.3.4 Generalized Ellipsometry Modeling Approaches for
Sculptured Thin Films
3.3.4.1 Homogeneous Biaxial Layer Approach
The homogeneous biaxial layer approach (HBLA) is used to model the optical
response of anisotropic composite materials. The model assumes the investigated
materials to be homogeneous and possess biaxial optical properties which can be
described by a dielectric function tensor. This diagonal tensor comprises of three
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Table 3.1: Symmetries and dielectric tensor properties of symmetrically dielectric
materials
Symmetry Crystal systems Dielectric tensor Internal angles
Isotropic Cubic εa = εb = εc α = β = γ = 90
◦
Uniaxial Trigonal εa = εb = εc α = β = γ = 90◦
Tetragonal
Hexagonal
Biaxial Orthorhombic εa = εb = εc α = β = γ = 90◦
Monoclinic β = α = γ = 90◦
Triclinic α = β = γ = 90◦
effective dielectric functions in the major polarizability axes a, b and c as shown
in Eq. 3.22.
When used to model the optical response of SCTFs, HBLA considers SCTF
to be a biaxial layer with c along the long axis of the nanocolumns(95,99,100). The
Euler angles ϕ, θ and ψ are employed in the HBLA to determine the orientation
of the film. The internal angles α, β and γ in the model determine the orien-
tation of the three major axes to differentiate different optical systems, such as
orthorhombic, monoclinic and triclinic systems. The anisotropic optical proper-
ties of SCTFs are represented by different sets of effective dielectric function along
each axis. Due to the porosity within SCTFs, other materials such as polymers
can be used to be infiltrated into the voids to form composite materials. Simi-
larly, the HBLA is applied to consider such hybridized SCTFs to be biaxial with
c axis along the nanocolumns(134). Although the shape of the nanocolumns and
constituent fractions within SCTFs are not determined, the HBLA has the follow-
ing advantages over other effective medium approximation approaches (135). First,
the HBLA is a simple method with few model assumptions. No initial knowledge
of the optical constants of each constituents or material fractions are required
in this model. Secondly, it is valid for both absorbing and non-absorbing ma-
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Figure 3.6: Scheme of AB-EMA: (a) the inclusions randomly distributed in the
host medium with an isotropic effective polarizability; (b) the inclusions orderly
distributed in the host medium with three effective polarizabilities; (c) the indi-
vidual elliptical inclusions (115).
terials. Thirdly, it shows no dependence on the structure size. This approach is
valid since the dimensions and nanocolumnar diameters are much smaller than the
probing wavelength (135). The HBLA is generally considered as a primary method
to describe the optical biaxial behaviors of SCTFs with or without infiltration.
The pristine results, namely the effective biaxial dielectric functions obtained by
the HBLA, can be used as target data for other effective medium approximation
approaches (134).
3.3.4.2 Anisotropic Bruggeman Effective Medium Approximation
In order to obtain the constituent fractions of SCTFs and SCTFs with infiltration,
the anisotropic Bruggeman effective medium approximation (AB-EMA) has been
employed to analyze the GE data measured from the materials (94,96,101–105). In the
AB-EMA, SCTFs are assumed to be composite materials with the nanocolumns
considered as highly oriented inclusions in the host medium (air or infiltration)(101,102).
As illustrated in Fig. 3.6, with the ellipsoidal inclusions randomly distributed in
the host material, the composite exhibits an isotropic effective polarizability, while
the polarizability becomes biaxial with the inclusions orderly distributed in the
host medium. Two formalisms of AB-EMA have been described, which differ in
the calculation of the depolarization factors. The first formalism is referred to
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here as traditional AB-EMA (TAB-EMA). In the TAB-EMA, the effective di-
electric functions along the three major axes a, b and c for a composite with n
components are expressed as (101,102):
n∑
i=1
fi
εi − εeff,j
εeff,j + Lj(εi − εeff,j) = 0, j = a, b, c, (3.28)
where εi and fi denote the bulk dielectric function and volume fraction of the i
th
component of the composite, respectively, εeff,j represents the effective dielectric
function along the three major axes a, b and c. La, Lb, Lc are the three depolar-
ization factors along a, b and c. The three depolarization factors are defined as
follows (135):
Lj =
UaUbUc
2
∫ ∞
0
ds
1
(s+ U2j )
√
(s+ U2a )(s+ U
2
b )(s+ U
2
c )
, j = a, b, c, (3.29)
where Uj is the real valued shape parameter for the ellipsoidal inclusions, the two
ratios Ua/Uc and Ub/Uc define the inclusion shape exactly
(135). The sum of the
three depolarization factors must follow (101,102):
La + Lb + Lc = 1, (3.30)
with
0 ≤ Lj ≤ 1, j = a, b, c. (3.31)
In this formalism, the depolarization factors are only related with shape of the
inclusions. For instance, La = Lb = Lc = 1/3 for spherical inclusions. For the
prolate spheroidal inclusions oriented along the substrate normal, La = Lb = 0.5
and Lc = 0.
The second formalism, referred to here as rigorous AB-EMA (RAB-EMA)
takes the form of (136):
n∑
i=1
fi
εi − εeff,j
1 +Dj(εi − εeff,j) = 0, j = a, b, c, (3.32)
with the depolarization factors Dj specified by the double integrals:
Da =
1
4π
∫ 2π
0
dφ
∫ π
0
dθ
sin3 θ cos2 φ
U2aρD
, (3.33a)
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Db =
1
4π
∫ 2π
0
dφ
∫ π
0
dθ
sin3 θ sin2 φ
U2b ρD
, (3.33b)
Dc =
1
4π
∫ 2π
0
dφ
∫ π
0
dθ
sin θ cos2 θ
U2c ρD
. (3.33c)
which involve the scalar parameter
ρD =
sin2 θ cos2 φ
U2a
εeff,a +
sin2 θ sin2 φ
U2b
εeff,b +
cos2 θ
U2c
εeff,c. (3.34)
In the RAB-EMA, the depolarization factor Dj along each axis is a function
of the effective permittivities εeff,j as well as the shape of the inclusion. Since
the depolarization factors are coupled to the effective permittivities, numerical
methods are required to obtain Dj and εeff,j. In addition, the depolarization
factors are complex numbers in a lossy medium and are wavelength-dependent.
3.3.5 Ellipsometry Data Analysis
Since ellipsometry is an indirect characterization method, a data analysis pro-
cedure involving the use of physical models is required to determine the sample
properties. A regression analysis is performed to match the model-calculated data
to the experimental data as close as possible by varying the model parameters.
The mean square error (MSE) function is minimized during the analysis to reach
the best match. In the present thesis, GE in Mueller matrix formalism is uti-
lized to analyze the structural and optical properties of the anisotropic samples.
Mueller matrix elements were measured at multiple sample orientations. Different
data analysis procedures are used to obtain sample properties including dielectric
function tensor, optical symmetry and structural properties.
3.3.5.1 Wavelength-by-Wavelength Analysis
Wavelength-by-wavelength fits (also referred as point-by-point fits) are performed
to extract the dielectric function from the experimental data at each wavelength (131).
The dielectric function of a particular layer with known thickness is varied at each
wavelength to match the model-calculated data to the experimental data as close
as possible. The dielectric constants at each wavelength are independent of each
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other. The dielectric function from wavelength-by-wavelength fits needs further
fitting with parameterized model dielectric function to maintain the Kramers-
Kronig consistency and obtain physical parameters (such as critical point energies
and broadening parameters) (107).
3.3.5.2 Parameterized Model Dielectric Function Analysis
Parameterized model dielectric function (MDF) fits are employed to extract the
dielectric function which obeys the Kramers-Kronig consistency, and to obtain
physical parameters of interest. In this analysis, physical lineshape models (such
as Lorentzian and Drude models) are utilized and the parameters in the models
are varied to match the model-calculated data to the experimental data as close as
possible for the entire spectral range. Generally, this procedure is performed after
the wavelength-by-wavelength analysis. Physical lineshape models are firstly used
to fit the dielectric function obtained from the wavelength-by-wavelength analysis.
Based on the results of the initial fit, the parameters in physical lineshape models
are varied to fit the experimental data. MDF analysis can prevent the wavelength-
by-wavelength random measurement errors from becoming a part of the dielectric
function, and greatly reduce the number of free parameters(131). In the present
thesis, mainly two physical models are utilized: Lorentzian and Drude models.
3.3.5.3 Ellipsometry Test Functions
During the data analysis procedure, model parameters are varied to match the
model-calculated data to the experimental data as close as possible, which is
referred to as the best-model calculation. A Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm can
be used to vary the model parameters to reach the closest match by minimizing the
weighted test function (mean square error, MSE)(137). For standard ellipsometry,
the weighted test function ξSE is given by
(131):
ξ2SE =
1
2S −K + 1
S∑
i=1
[(
Ψi −Ψ ci
σΨi
)2
+
(
Δi −Δci
σΔi
)2]
, (3.35)
where S denotes the number of measured data pairs (Ψi and Δi), σ
Ψ
i and σ
Δ
i
are their standard deviations obtained in the measurements, K is the number of
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real-valued fit parameters, Ψ ci and Δ
c
i are the calculated ellipsometric parameters
at the photon energy E = ωi
(138–140).
For the GE situation where Mueller matrix elements Mij are involved, the
weighted test function ξME is given by
(131):
ξ2ME =
1
JS −K + 1
S∑
i=1
J∑
l=1
(
Mil −M cil
σMilil
)2
, (3.36)
where S denotes the number of wavelengths at which the data are measured, J
denotes the number of individual Mueller matrix elements, and K is the number
of fit parameters. Mil and M
c
il are the experimental and model calculated data,
respectively. σMilil is the corresponding standard deviations. Note that the MSE in
GE for anisotropic samples can not be compared directly to the one in standard
ellipsometry for isotropic samples. The experimental data sets in GE are mea-
sured at multiple sample orientations and are generally much larger than those
in standard ellipsometry. GE data analysis requires a best match of the model-
calculated data to the experimental data not only in the investigated spectral
range, but also versus sample orientations and angle of incidence (107).
If the dielectric functions are used as target data to be analyzed, the weighted
test function ξε is given by:
ξ2ε =
1
3S −K
S∑
j=1
2∑
k=0
(
εk,j − εck,j
σεkj
)2
, (3.37)
where S denotes the number of wavelengths, K is the number of fit parameters,
εk,j and ε
c
k,j are the target and model calculated dielectric functions, respectively.
σεkj is the generated standard deviations with σ
εk
j = 0.01εk,j
(135).
During the data analysis, the correlations may exist between different adjusted
model parameters. The curvature matrix α used to derive the correlation is given
by (107):
αkl =
N∑
j=1
(
1
σ2Ψj
δΨCj δΨ
C
j
δαkδαl
+
1
σ2Δj
δΔCj δΔ
C
j
ΔαkΔαl
)
. (3.38)
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The covariance matrix C is the inverse of α with C = α−1. The correlation
coefficients ηjk can be obtained from C by:
ηjk =
Cjk√
Cjj
√
Ckk
, (3.39)
with −1 ≤ ηjk ≤ 1. Higher value of ηjk indicates larger correlation between the
jth and kth model parameters. High value of ηjk should be avoided to obtain a
correct and unique analysis. As mentioned in Sect. 3.3.5.2, using MDF analysis to
reduce the model parameters is an effective method to lower the ηjk value. In GE,
the analysis of an anisotropic sample is performed at multiple sample orientations
and angles of incidence, which also reduces the parameter correlation.
Another important factor in the data analysis is the confidence limit of the
individual model parameter. The standard 90% confidence limit L for the jth
parameter is given by (107):
Lj = ±1.65
√
Cjjξ, (3.40)
where 1.65 is a statistically derived constant, ξ is the MSE. Lower value of L
indicates higher accuracy for the obtained parameter. The error bar (uncertainty)
in the modeling result of the present thesis is the confidence limit for each model
parameter.
Chapter 4
Experiment
4.1 Material Fabrication
4.1.1 Fabrication of Permalloy SCTFs Infiltrated with Poly-
mer
The permalloy SCTFs were grown by GLAD on a n-type silicon (Si) substrate.
The source material for deposition was composed of 81 wt% Ni and 19 wt%
Fe (SCM, Inc.). A typical deposition was conducted at a deposition angle of
85◦ measured between the incident flux direction and substrate normal and a
deposition rate of approximately 3 A˚/s measured by a QCM deposition controller
positioned normal to the incident flux. The deposition time was approximately
14 min. The pressure during the deposition was maintained at 10−9 mbar.
The infiltration process was conducted by spin-coating 2.5 wt% of PMMA
(Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in toluene onto the as-deposited SCTFs. The spin-
coating process was performed at 3000 rpm for 60 s. After spin-coating, the
permalloy SCTFs infiltrated with PMMA (hybridized SCTFs) were baked in a
convection oven at 165 ◦C for 1 h. Prior to the infiltration experiments, a PMMA
layer spin-coated on a Si substrate was baked at 165 ◦C for 1 h and measured with
an ellipsometer to obtain the optical constants using a Cauchy optical parameter
model.
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Figure 4.1: The scheme in (a) depicts the preparation process for PMMA iSCTFs.
The photographs of samples are: (b) the as-deposited Co SCTF; (c) the Co SCTF
coated with PMMA after RIE; (d) the PMMA iSCTF after FeCl3 wet etching; (e)
a 90 nm solid PMMA film spin-coated on Si substrate. The size of all samples is
approximately 1cm × 1cm.
4.1.2 Fabrication of Porous PMMA Thin Films with In-
verse SCTF Structure
Fig. 4.1(a) depicts the preparation process for a typical sample of porous PMMA
thin films with inverse SCTF structure (PMMA iSCTFs). First, an adhesion
titanium (Ti) layer with a thickness of approximately 30 nm was deposited on a
n-type silicon (Si) substrate with a 2 nm native oxide layer, followed by a GLAD
growth of Co SCTF. The Ti deposition was conducted with the incident particle
flux direction normal to the substrate. The deposition rate was approximately
1.5 A˚/s measured at normal incidence. The source material for deposition was Ti
pellets (K. J. Lesker, Inc.) with a purity of 99.99%. Co SCTFs were deposited
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at a deposition angle of 85◦ and a deposition rate ranged between 3 and 4 A˚/s
for approximately 10 min (pressure at 10−9 mbar). Co pellets (K. J. Lesker, Inc.)
with a purity of 99.95% were used as source material for the deposition.
Subsequently, 2.5 wt% of PMMA dissolved in toluene was spin-coated onto
the as-deposited SCTF at a spinning speed of 3000 rpm for 60 s. The Co SCTF
spin-coated with PMMA was baked in a convection oven at 165 ◦C for 1 h.
Reactive ion etching (RIE) was utilized to etch away the extra PMMA layer
on the top of Co SCTF after spin-coating. The etching was performed using a
flow of 50 sccm sulfur hexaflouride (SF6) at a chamber pressure of 50 mT and
a RIE power of 200 W. A 110 nm PMMA layer spin-coated on Si substrate was
etched under the same conditions to test the etching rate. The PMMA sample was
cleaved into four parts which were etched for 30 s, 45 s, 60 s and 90 s, respectively.
The thickness changes for the four samples were measured with an ellipsometer
to determine an averaged etching rate of approximately 90 nm/min. This rate
was used to determine the etching time for removing the top PMMA layer of Co
SCTF coated with PMMA. Typically, an etching time of 15 s was used to remove
the top PMMA layer.
After RIE, the Co SCTF was selectively removed by submersion into an aque-
ous iron chloride (FeCl3) solution (1 M) for 30 s and rinsed with deionized water.
The obtained PMMA iSCTF was then dried in a convection oven at 60 ◦C for 2
h.
Figs. 4.1(b), (c) and (d) show the photographs of the samples at different
preparation steps. A 90 nm solid PMMA film spin-coated on Si substrate was
shown in Fig. 4.1(e) for comparison. In Fig. 4.1(d), the color of the sample is
changed significantly after FeCl3 etching, indicative of change of composition and
optical properties due to etching. The PMMA iSCTF shows good transparency
such that the Si substrate is visible, and differs from the color appearance of a
solid nonporous PMMA film in Fig. 4.1(e).
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4.2 Material Characterization
4.2.1 GE Measurements
Spectroscopic Mueller matrix GE measurements were performed with a commer-
cial ellipsometer (M-2000VI, J. A. Woollam Co., Inc.). The ellipsometer is capable
of measuring samples from visible to near-infrared range and adapts an optical
configuration of PCRSAR (polarizer-rotating compensator-sample-rotating ana-
lyzer) which allows for the measurement of 11 out of 16 Mueller matrix elements
normalized to M11 (except for elements in the fourth row)
(130). A 50 W halo-
gen lamp is used as the light source for the instrument. The sample is mounted
on an automatic horizontal stage which enables the sample azimuth (φ) rotation
during measurements. The light reflected from the samples passes through the
rotating analyzer and is detected by two CCD arrays. One CCD array detects
390 wavelengths in the spectral range from 370 to 1000 nm and the other detects
200 wavelengths in the range from 1000 to 1690 nm.
GE measurements were conducted on the as-deposited SCTFs, SCTFs infil-
trated with PMMA and PMMA iSCTFs. During the measurements, two focusing
probes were attached to the light source and detector optics units, respectively.
The spot size of the probing light beam on the samples is approximately 500 μm
in diameter. The angle of incidence Φa was varied from 45
◦ to 75◦ in steps of 10◦
and at each Φa the sample azimuth angle φ was rotated from 0
◦ to 360◦ in steps
of 6◦.
4.2.2 SEM Measurements
The SEM images were obtained using a field-emission SEM (Nova NanoSEM 450,
FEI). The highest resolution with an acceleration voltage of 1 kV is 1.4 nm. SEM
images are taken using an acceleration voltage of 2 kV and a working distance of
2-3 mm. Secondary electron images are used in the present thesis. During SEM
measurements, samples were fixed on the sample stages with carbon tapes. For
the cross-section SEM images, the samples were carefully cleaved and mounted
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on a sample holder with the sample cross-section facing directly to the incident
electron beam.
Typically, a 50 nm Ti layer was deposited on the permalloy SCTF infiltrated
with PMMA via GLAD to protect the polymer from electron beam damage and
improve the contrast in the SEM image. The deposition was performed at normal
flux incidence with a deposition rate of approximately 1.5 A˚/s.
Metal and oxide coatings were deposited on PMMA iSCTFs with two methods
to protect the polymer during SEM experiments. For a typical top-view SEM
image, a 8 nm Ti thin layer was deposited on the PMMA iSCTF by GLAD. The
deposition was performed at normal flux incidence with a rate of approximately
1.5 A˚/s. For the cross-sectional SEM image, a thin layer of aluminum oxide
(Al2O3) was coated conformally on the PMMA iSCTF using ALD. During the
ALD process, a thermal Al2O3 process of 55 cycles was conducted at 80
◦C to
grow approximately 5 nm oxide layer. The two reactants used for the Al2O3
growth were trimethylaluminum and nanopure water. In each cycle, the pulse
time for each reactant was 60 ms and the following purge time was 40 s.
4.2.3 EDS Measurements
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) spectra of Co SCTFs and PMMA
iSCTFs coated with Al2O3 were measured with an EDS spectrometer (Oxford
Instruments) attached to the SEM system operating at 15 kV. A silicon drift
detector (X-MaxN Silicon Drift Detector, OXFORD INSTRUMENTS) is used to
detect the characteristic X-rays. The samples were mounted on the sample stage
with the thin film surface facing up to the incident electron beam. EDS analysis
software INCA was utilized to analyze the EDS spectra to obtain the chemical
compositions of our samples.
Chapter 5
Generalized Ellipsometry
Analysis Approach for Porous
Slanted Columnar Thin Films
Infiltrated with Polymer
5.1 GE Data Analysis Procedure
In the beginning of our analysis approach, the experimental Mueller matrix ele-
ment data are analyzed using the HBLA model, with an assumption that the thin
film samples are homogeneous and biaxial. The optical models used to analyze
the experimental data of as-deposited permalloy SCTFs and permalloy SCTFs
infiltrated with PMMA (hybridized SCTFs) are shown schematically in Fig. 5.1.
For permalloy SCTF, the stratified optical model comprises an isotropic Si sub-
strate and a biaxial HBLA layer which accounts for the dielectric response of the
SCTF. For the hybridized SCTF, the model consists of a Si substrate, an HBLA
layer and a top isotropic PMMA layer. The orientation of the major polarizability
axes in HBLA layer is depicted in Fig. 5.1. The c axis orients along the long axis
of the nanocolumns. The monoclinic angle β denotes the angle between b and
c. The Euler angle θ indicates the angle between the c axis and the substrate
surface normal (slanting angle of the nanocolumns). The optical constants along
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: Optical models for (a) the as-deposited permalloy SCTF; (b) permalloy
SCTF infiltrated with PMMA. a, b and c denote the major polarizability axes,
β is the internal angle between b and c.
each major axis in the HBLA layer are parameterized using sums of harmonic
oscillator functions to maintain Kramers-Kronig consistency and reduce the num-
bers of unknown parameters. The experimental data and model-calculated data
are matched as close as possible by varying the model parameters (best-model).
Two AB-EMA formalisms (TAB-EMA and RAB-EMA) are further employed
to obtain useful structural parameters such as constituent fractions. Based on the
target data for analysis, two different analysis procedures are used. In the first
procedure, the two AB-EMA formalisms are used to match the effective optical
constants from the HBLA analysis to obtain the constituent fractions. Since the
target data are the effective optical constants along each major axis, structural
parameters, such as the slanting angle, SCTF thickness, internal angle between
b and c, are excluded during the analysis. Only fi (the volume fraction of each
component), Lj or Dj (depolarization factor along each axis) and εi (the bulk
dielectric function of each component) in Eq. 3.28 and 3.32 are varied to match
the target data as close as possible. Note that the uncertainties in the HBLA
results also affect the AB-EMA analysis(135). In this procedure, the MSE used to
evaluate the quality of the regression analysis becomes a function of the effective
dielectric functions obtained from the HBLA as defined in Eq. 3.37. For the
SCTFs, the AB-EMA formalisms comprise the bulk optical constants of permalloy
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and void (n = 1, k = 0). For the SCTFs with PMMA, the AB-EMA formalisms
comprise the bulk optical constants of permalloy, PMMA and void. The optical
constants of permalloy are first determined on a wavelength-by-wavelength basis
in the modeling for as-deposited SCTFs, and kept constant in subsequent analysis
for the hybridized SCTFs.
In the second procedure, the target data are the experimental Mueller matrix
element data and the two AB-EMA formalisms are used to match the experi-
mental data. Besides the constituent volume fractions, depolarization factors and
bulk optical constants, structural parameters including the slanting angle, SCTF
thickness, internal angle between b and c are also varied to reach the best match.
MSE used in this procedure is a function of Mueller matrix elements as defined
in Eq. 3.36. A stratified optical model as depicted in Fig. 5.1 is utilized to an-
alyze the experimental data. For the SCTFs, the optical model comprises a Si
substrate and an AB-EMA layer. The AB-EMA layer accounts for the SCTF and
includes the bulk optical constants of permalloy and void. For the SCTFs with
PMMA, the model consists of a Si substrate, an AB-EMA layer and a top PMMA
layer. The AB-EMA layer accounts for the SCTF with PMMA and comprises the
optical constants of permalloy, PMMA and void. The bulk optical constants of
permalloy are parameterized using sums of harmonic oscillator functions in the
modeling for the as-deposited SCTFs, and kept constant in subsequent analysis
for the hybridized SCTFs.
5.2 SEM Analysis
The cross-section SEM images of typical samples for permalloy SCTFs and SCTFs
infiltrated with PMMA are shown in Fig. 5.2(a) and (b), respectively. In Fig. 5.2(b),
a 50 nm Ti layer was deposited on the SCTF infiltrated with PMMA. From SEM
analysis for the SCTF, the SCTF thickness and slanting angle of the nanocolumns
are evaluated to be 84 nm ± 10 nm and 64◦ ± 1◦, respectively. For the SCTF with
PMMA, the SEM analysis show that the thickness and slanting angle become 68
nm ± 3 nm and 69◦ ± 1◦, respectively. The thickness of the top PMMA layer is
estimated to be 86 nm ± 4 nm.
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Figure 5.2: The cross-section SEM images of (a) the permalloy SCTF and (b)
permalloy SCTF infiltrated with PMMA. As shown in (b), a 50 nm Ti layer was
deposited on the top. The scheme in (c) depicts the orientation of the major
polarizability axes. The solid arrows denote the geometry of the biaxial system
with the c axis along the orientation of the slanted nanocolumns and a parallel
to the film surface. θ represents the angle between the axis c and the substrate
surface normal (slanting angle of the nanocolumns). The dashed line denotes the
substrate surface normal. The gray and blue areas indicate void and PMMA in
the interspace between the nanocolumns, respectively.
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5.3 Homogeneous Biaxial Layer Approach Anal-
ysis
5.3.1 Experimental and Best-model Calculated Mueller
Matrix Data (1st Procedure)
Fig. 5.3 depicts the experimental Mueller matrix elements Mij normalized to M11
for the permalloy SCTF and SCTF infiltrated with PMMA. The Mueller matrix
elements which are not shown in the figure can be obtained by symmetry (141).
The diagonal elements (M12, M22, M33 and M34) of both samples show a mirror
symmetry with the symmetry plane located at around φ = 180◦. For the ease of
comparison, the off-diagonal elements (M13, M14, M23 and M24) for both samples
are shown next to each other in Fig. 5.4. The experimental off-diagonal elements
for both samples show a two-fold rotational symmetry versus sample azimuth φ
with the rotation axis located at around the center of each block (Mij = 0 and
φ = 180◦). The off-diagonal elements reveal a strong optical anisotropy since
these elements are zero for isotropic samples regardless of sample azimuth, angle
of incidence and wavelength (95). The off-diagonal elements approach to zero for all
angles of incidence at φ ≈ 0◦ and 180◦ where the nanocolumn orientation is parallel
to the plane of incidence. These positions are termed the pseudo-isotropic sample
orientations(95). After infiltration, the two pseudo-isotropic sample orientations
with Mij ≈ 0 remain at φ ≈ 0◦ and φ ≈ 180◦. It is noted that the variation of the
off-diagonal Mueller matrix elements at λ = 600 nm versus φ has changed after
polymer infiltration, which indicates a change in the anisotropic optical properties
of the hybridized SCTF.
The experimental Mueller matrix elements for the two samples are also shown
within a spectral range from 400 to 1650 nm in Fig. 5.5. A large discrepancy can
be found between the spectral Mueller matrix data of the two samples especially
in the visible range from 400 to 700 nm. For the SCTF with PMMA, evident
peaks in the diagonal element spectra are identified between 500 and 750 nm for
different sample azimuths. In the off-diagonal spectra, similar features are still
observable in this range. But at φ ≈ 0◦ where pseudo-isotropic sample orientation
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Figure 5.3: Experimental (open circles) and best-model calculated (solid lines)
Mueller matrix elements Mij normalized to M11 versus sample azimuth φ and
angle of incidence Φa = 45
◦, 55◦, 65◦, 75◦ at λ = 600 nm: (a) the permalloy
SCTF; (b) SCTF infiltrated with PMMA. The GE data are presented by Mueller
matrix elements Mij normalized to M11. Note that M14 for the permalloy SCTF
is multiplied by 2.
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Figure 5.4: Experimental (open circles) and best-model calculated (solid lines) off-
diagonal Mueller matrix elements Mij normalized to M11 versus sample azimuth
φ and angle of incidence Φa = 45
◦, 55◦, 65◦, 75◦ at λ = 600 nm. The left column
shows the GE data for the permalloy SCTF and the right one shows the data
for the SCTF infiltrated with PMMA. Note that M14 for the permalloy SCTF is
multiplied by 2.
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Figure 5.5: Experimental (open circles) and best-model calculated (solid lines)
Mueller matrix elements Mij normalized to M11 at angle of incidence Φa = 45
◦
for three different sample azimuths φ = 0◦, 60◦, 120◦ within spectral range from
400 to 1650 nm: (a) the permalloy SCTF; (b) SCTF infiltrated with PMMA.
Note that M14 in (a) and M14, M23 in (b) are scaled up. Note that M14 for the
permalloy SCTF is multiplied by 2.
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occurs, the peak features are substantially reduced and the entire spectra vanish to
almost zero. The HBLA is utilized to analyze the experimental data. As shown in
Fig. 5.3 and 5.5, the experimental and best-model calculated data are in excellent
agreement.
5.3.2 Structural properties
The structural parameters of the samples determined by the best-model analysis of
the HBLA are shown in Table 5.1. The best-model results represent the averaged
physical properties over the measured spot on the samples. The error bars in the
table denote the finite uncertainty which is related to the measurement accuracy
and best-model calculation process. The best-model results for the permalloy
SCTF reveal a film thickness of 83 nm and slanting angle of 64◦ approximately,
which are highly consistent with the values found from SEM investigation (84
nm ± 10 nm and 64◦ ± 1◦, respectively). From Table 5.1, it can be seen that
after infiltration the SCTF thickness ts is reduced to be approximately 66 nm and
slanting angle θ increases to 70◦, and both values show good agreement with the
results from SEM image analysis showing ts ≈ 68 nm and θ ≈ 69◦. The top layer
thickness is determined to be 87 nm which also shows high consistency with the
SEM result (86± 4 nm).
Table 5.1: The best-model parameters for the permalloy SCTF and SCTF infil-
trated with PMMA. ts: SCTF thickness; tp: thickness of top PMMA layer; β: the
angle between b and c; θ: the slanting angle. The error bars given in parentheses
denote the numerical uncertainty of the last digit (90% confidence interval).
Parameter SCTF SCTF+PMMA
ts (nm) 82.53(4) 66.09(8)
θ (◦) 64.44(1) 70.25(2)
tp (nm) N/A 86.58(5)
β (◦) 91.68(2) 90.82(3)
MSE 5.71 5.32
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5.3.3 Anisotropic Optical Properties
Fig. 5.6 shows the effective optical constants along the three major axes of the
permalloy SCTF and SCTF with PMMA obtained from the best-model calculation
based on the HBLA. The dispersion of the refractive indices shows similar pattern
for both samples. In addition, the optical constants for both samples exhibit the
strongest wavelength dependency along c axis. Nevertheless, the optical constants
along each axis are enhanced substantially across the investigated spectral range
after polymer infiltration. The optical constants along the c axis show relatively
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Figure 5.6: Effective optical constants along the major axes a, b and c for the
permalloy SCTF (red solid line) and SCTF infiltrated with PMMA (black dash
line): na, nb, nc and ka, kb, kc. The effective optical constants are obtained from
the best-model calculations based on HBLA.
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Figure 5.7: The birefringence and dichroism between the major axes obtained
from the HBLA for the permalloy SCTF (red solid line) and SCTF infiltrated with
PMMA (black dashed line): Δnc−a = nc − na, Δkc−a = kc − ka; Δnc−b = nc − nb,
Δkc−b = kc − kb; Δnb−a = nb − na, Δkb−a = kb − ka.
smaller variation, whereas the optical constants of the SCTF with PMMA along
a and b axes display a large difference upon polymer infiltration. Because PMMA
adds a larger isotropic optical constant to the hybrid than air, the effective optical
constants along a and b increase after polymer infiltration. Furthermore, the
increased slanting angle leads to a smaller intercolumnar distance along b, thereby
increasing the volume fraction of permalloy and optical constants in this direction.
Fig. 5.7 depicts the birefringence and dichroism between the major axes for the
as-deposited and hybridized SCTFs. The effective optical constants along each
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major axis are extracted from the HBLA analysis, subsequently the birefringence
and dichroism are represented by the difference of the effective optical constants
between the axes. The birefringence and dichroism for both samples show a strong
wavelength-dispersion. Figure 5.7 reveals that the dispersion of the birefringence
and dichroism presents a large difference after infiltration. For example, Δkb−a
becomes more negative in the spectral range from approximately 400 to 1500
nm, indicative of a larger dichroism between axis a and b for the hybrid. The
changes in dichroism can be mainly explained by the nanocolumn deformation
due to infiltration, since PMMA as a transparent infiltration material can mostly
influence the birefringence. The augmentation in Δkb−a for the hybrid could be
caused by the reduction of intercolumnar distance along b, because kb increases
when the permalloy columns are closer to each other along this direction.
5.3.4 Discussion
It is noted that ts decreases by approximately 17 nm and θ increases by 6
◦ upon
PMMA infiltration. The two parameters are directly correlated to each other,
since an increase in slanting angle is caused by bending the nanocolumns to-
wards the substrate surface which causes a reduction of film thickness (shown in
Fig. 5.2(c)). The following equation can be used to calculate the change of the
SCTF thickness as a function of the slanting angle:
t′s = ts(
cos θ′
cos θ
), (5.1)
where the apostrophe denotes the structural parameters after infiltration. In-
serting the best-model parameters θ=64.44◦, θ′=70.25◦ and ts = 82.53 nm into
Eq. 5.1, we can estimate a film thickness t′s ≈ 64.6 nm for the SCTF with PMMA.
From model results we obtain a reduction of the film thickness to 66 nm, which
is very close to the calculated value of 64.6 nm. In Fig. 5.4, the pseudoisotropic
orientations for the hybrid remain at φ ≈ 0◦ and φ ≈ 180◦, indicating the further
inclination of the nanocolumns still occurs within the same plane.
Krause et al. also reported a further inclination of 10◦ for TiO2 nanorods
after spin-coating with photoresist and subsequent baking (84). The bending of the
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nanocolumns might occur during the polymer solidification process. In general,
the solidification of polymer films is caused by macromolecular chain cross-linking
and associated with material shrinkage. For a planar PMMA film, the shrinkage is
restrained in the direction of the interface by the polymer adhesion to the substrate
while the shrinkage in direction parallel to the film normal can develop freely (142).
Spectroscopic ellipsometry was performed to investigate the thickness change of
a pure PMMA film spin-coated onto a Si substrate after baking at 165 ◦C for 1
h. The ellipsometry analysis shows that the PMMA film thickness decreases from
121.4 to 109.8 nm after baking, indicative of a volume shrinkage. The shrinkage
introduces stress into the SCTF which causes the nanocolumns to bend towards
the substrate surface thereby reducing the intercolumnar distance. The SCTF
thickness decrease shown in Table 5.1 reveals a reduction on the interspace volume,
which is consistent with the volume shrinkage of PMMA upon baking. Therefore,
the nanocolumn bending might be caused by polymer volume shrinkage due to
temperature induced cross-linking.
5.4 Anisotropic Bruggeman Effective Medium Ap-
proximation Analysis
5.4.1 Use of Effective Optical Constants from the HBLA
as Target Data
The two formalisms of AB-EMA are used to model the effective optical constants
along the three axes as obtained by the HBLA. Fig. 5.8 shows the effective optical
constants. For the permalloy SCTF, ka and kb obtained from the RAB-EMA
exhibit a better match with the HBLA. Along the axis c, both AB-EMA models
show an excellent match with the HBLA. For the hybridized SCTF, the optical
constants along c from the TAB-EMA show a closer match with the HBLA.
Otherwise, the matches of the two models with the HBLA indicate a wavelength
dependence. For instance, kb of the hybridized SCTF produced by the RAB-EMA
shows a better match with the the HBLA below around 800 nm, but above 800
nm the TAB-EMA shows a closer match. The MSE listed in Table 5.2 reflects
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Figure 5.8: Effective optical constants, nj (thick black line) and kj (thin red line)
along the major axes a, b and c determined by the HBLA (solid lines), TAB-
EMA (dashed lines) and RAB-EMA (dotted lines) in the 1st procedure. The left
column shows the results for the permalloy SCTF and the right one for the SCTF
infiltrated with PMMA.
the overall agreement between the two AB-EMA formalisms and HBLA. For the
SCTF, the MSE for the RAB-EMA is lower than that for the TAB-EMA, revealing
a better match given by the RAB-EMA. For the SCTF with PMMA, the TAB-
EMA delivers a closer match to the HBLA as indicated by the lower MSE.
The parameters of the AB-EMA described in Eq. 3.28 and Eq. 3.32 can be
extracted from the best-model (shown in Table 5.2). Note that for convenient
comparison the Dj values determined by the RAB-EMA are converted according
to the definition of Lj of the TAB-EMA as shown in Eq. 3.29. The volume fraction
of void fv obtained by the TAB-EMA decreases substantially from approximately
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75% to 9% indicative of an excellent polymer filling into the void regions, while
fv = 0 obtained by the RAB-EMA shows no more sensitivity to fv after the
infiltration. For the depolarization factors, the TAB-EMA shows that Lc becomes
zero for both samples, but the RAB-EMA provides a result with small value of
Lc, which is consistent with the nanocolumn shape elongated along c.
Fig. 5.9 shows the bulk-like optical constants of permalloy for the SCTFs
determined by the TAB-EMA and RAB-EMA in the 1st procedure. A large dis-
crepancy can be seen in the results obtained from the two formalisms. Particularly
the refractive indices obtained by TAB-EMA display a much higher value than
those obtained by RAB-EMA. Additionally, the refractive indices from the two
formalisms show great difference in wavelength dispersion. The extinction co-
efficients from TAB-EMA show similar dispersion with those from RAB-EMA,
but TAB-EMA yields lower values than RAB-EMA. A 100 nm solid permalloy
thin film was deposited on Si substrate with our GLAD system as a reference
Table 5.2: The best-model parameters for the as-deposited SCTF and the SCTF
infiltrated with PMMA obtained from TAB-EMA and RAB-EMA in the 1st pro-
cedure. fv: the volume fraction of void; fpy: the volume fraction of permalloy
nanocolumns; fp: the volume fraction of PMMA; Lj: depolarization factor along
each major axis. The error bars given in parentheses denote the numerical uncer-
tainty of the last digit (90% confidence interval).
TAB-EMA RAB-EMA
SCTF SCTF/PMMA SCTF SCTF/PMMA
fv (%) 74.66(9) 9.0(7) 79.56(2) 0
fpy (%) 25.34(9) 30.8(2) 20.44(2) 20.4(1)
fp (%) NA 60.2(5) NA 79.6(1)
La 0.428(2) 0.457(2) 0.383(2) 0.39(2)
Lb 0.572(2) 0.543(2) 0.527(1) 0.47(1)
Lc 0 0 0.090(3) 0.14(2)
MSE 0.161 0.329 0.057 0.636
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Figure 5.9: Bulk optical constants of permalloy determined by TAB-EMA (dashed
lines) and RAB-EMA (dotted lines) in the 1st procedure, which are compared with
the optical constants of a 100 nm solid permalloy film obtained from a wavelength-
by-wavelength analysis (solid lines).
sample and the optical constants of the film were determined with wavelength-
by-wavelength analysis for comparison. The refractive indices from TAB-EMA
exhibit good agreement with the data of the solid film, but the RAB-EMA deliv-
ers extinction coefficients which show a closer match to the reference sample.
5.4.2 Use of Mueller Matrix Elements as Target Data (2nd
Procedure)
In the second procedure, TAB-EMA and RAB-EMA are employed to analyze
the experimental Mueller matrix elements directly, therefore structural properties
such as SCTF thickness and slanting angle can also be obtained with the two
formalisms. Fig. 5.10 depicts the match between the experimental Mueller matrix
element data and the best-model calculated data from the two formalisms. It can
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(d) RAB-EMA for SCTF with PMMA
Figure 5.10: Experimental (open circles) and best-model calculated (solid lines)
off-diagonal Mueller matrix elements Mij normalized to M11 versus sample az-
imuth φ and angle of incidence Φa = 45
◦, 55◦, 65◦, 75◦ at λ = 600 nm. The
best-model calculated data in (a) and (b) are obtained from TAB-EMA while
the data in (c) and (d) are from RAB-EMA. (a) and (c) show the data for the
as-deposited permalloy SCTF; (b) and (d) show the data for the SCTF infiltrated
with PMMA. Note that M14 for the permalloy SCTF is multiplied by 2.
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be seen that both formalisms yield a good match with the experimental data.
The structural parameters of the samples determined by the best-model analy-
sis of the TAB-EMA, RAB-EMA and HBLA are shown in Table 5.3. As described
in Sect. 3.3.4.1, the HBLA is a simple and primary method with few model as-
sumption, the results from the HBLA which highly conform with the SEM analysis
are also shown here. The MSE values indicate that the HBLA yields the closest
match to the experimental data. For both permalloy SCTF and SCTF with
PMMA, the RAB-EMA with lower MSE gives closer match to the experimental
Table 5.3: The best-model parameters for the as-deposited SCTF and the SCTF
infiltrated with PMMA obtained from TAB-EMA (TAB) and RAB-EMA (RAB)
in the 2nd procedure. ts: SCTF thickness; tp: thickness of top PMMA layer; β:
the angle between b and c; θ: the slanting angle; fv: the volume fraction of void;
fpy: the volume fraction of permalloy nanocolumns; fp: the volume fraction of
PMMA; Lj: depolarization factor along each major axis. The error bars given
in parentheses denote the numerical uncertainty of the last digit (90% confidence
interval). Note that the Dj values determined by the RAB-EMA are converted
according to the definition of Lj of the TAB-EMA as shown in Eq. 3.29.
SCTF SCTF/PMMA
HBLA TAB RAB HBLA TAB RAB
ts (nm) 82.53(4) 74.35(9) 86.23(4) 66.09(8) 67.17(6) 75.43(2)
θ (◦) 64.44(1) 61.97(2) 64.93(1) 70.25(2) 67.91(4) 71.47(2)
tp (nm) N/A N/A N/A 86.58(5) 89.74(3) 81.22(1)
β (◦) 91.68(2) 83.12(6) 92.22(3) 90.82(3) 91.39(5) 92.64(3)
fv (%) N/A 75.58(3) 78.49(1) N/A 0.8(1) 3.07(5)
fpy (%) N/A 24.42(3) 21.51(1) N/A 27.49(4) 23.56(1)
fp (%) N/A N/A N/A N/A 71.7(2) 73.37(3)
La N/A 0.418(1) 0.392(7) N/A 0.4171(4) 0.386(2)
Lb N/A 0.513(1) 0.550(7) N/A 0.5005(4) 0.548(2)
Lc N/A 0.069(1) 0.058(7) N/A 0.0825(3) 0.066(2)
MSE 5.71 12.87 8.352 5.32 16.19 11.98
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data than TAB-EMA. Herein, the structural properties obtained from the two
AB-EMA formalisms are compared with the HBLA results for both samples.
For the permalloy SCTF, the RAB-EMA renders closer results to HBLA in
SCTF thickness, slanting angle and internal angle β. For instance, the internal
angles from the HBLA and RAB-EMA approach to 90◦ indicating orthorhom-
bic optical properties, while the TAB-EMA reveals a monoclinic optical response
for the SCTF. For constituent volume fractions, both formalisms deliver close re-
sults, except that the TAB-EMA gives a slightly higher value in permalloy fraction
than RAB-EMA. The two formalisms also render similar results of depolarization
factors with very small values along axis c which are consistent with the colum-
nar structure elongated along c. The EMA parameters (constituent fractions
and depolarization factors) from the two formalisms in this procedure show good
agreement with the model results in the 1st procedure (Table 5.2). The noticeable
difference is the nonzero value in Lc given by this procedure.
For SCTF infiltrated with PMMA, the TAB-EMA renders closer results to
HBLA in SCTF thickness, while the RAB-EMA overestimates the thickness. The
RAB-EMA again gives a more consistent slanting angle with the HBLA, while
TAB-EMA underestimates this angle. All three modeling approaches deliver con-
sistent results with β close to 90◦ which unravel orthorhombic optical properties
within the SCTF after infiltration. The constituent fractions given by both AB-
EMA formalisms reveal a large decrease in void fraction and increase in PMMA
fraction, indicative of an excellent polymer infiltration into the porous areas of
SCTF. Both formalisms deliver similar results of depolarization factors with small-
est values along axis c, suggesting the elongated columnar structure of SCTF is not
changed after infiltration. The EMA parameters for SCTF with PMMA obtained
by this procedure show a noticeable difference from those by the 1st procedure.
For instance, the TAB-EMA yields a much lower void fraction than that in the
1st procedure and the TAB-EMA gives a lower Lc in this procedure.
Comparing the model results for the as-deposited and hybridized SCTFs, we
find that both formalisms deliver a decreased SCTF thickness and an increased
slanting angle which also reveal a further inclination of the nanocolumns after in-
filtration as identified in the previous HBLA modeling. In addition, the permalloy
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Figure 5.11: Effective optical constants, nj (thick black line) and kj (thin red
line) along the major axes a, b and c determined by the HBLA (solid lines),
TAB-EMA (dashed lines) and RAB-EMA (dotted lines) in the 2nd procedure.
The left column shows the results for the permalloy SCTF and the right one for
the SCTF infiltrated with PMMA.
fractions given by both formalisms show increased values after infiltration which
are consistent with the interspace reduction due to nanocolumnar inclination as
discussed in Sect. 5.3.4.
Fig. 5.11 compares the effective optical constants determined by the two AB-
EMA formalisms in this procedure with the data obtained from the HBLA. Com-
pared with the match obtained from the 1st procedure (shown in Fig. 5.8), the
results for the permalloy SCTF obtained by the AB-EMA formalisms show larger
deviation from the data obtained by the HBLA, especially along c. The TAB-
EMA overestimates the refractive indices along a and b, while both formalisms
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Figure 5.12: Bulk optical constants of permalloy determined by TAB-EMA
(dashed lines) and RAB-EMA (dotted lines) in the 2nd procedure, which are
compared with the optical constants of a 100 nm solid permalloy film obtained
from a wavelength-by-wavelength analysis (solid lines).
underestimate the extinctive coefficients along a and b. The optical constants
from the RAB-EMA exhibit a closer match to the data from the HBLA, espe-
cially along a and b. This better match in the biaxial optical constants could
contribute to a lower MSE for the RAB-EMA as shown in Table 5.3 which in-
dicates that the best-model calculated Mueller matrix data from the RAB-EMA
exhibit a closer match to the experimental data than the TAB-EMA. For the
SCTF with PMMA, no general trend can be found to compare the match of the
two formalisms. For instance, the TAB-EMA yields a better match in nc while
the RAB-EMA delivers a closer match in kb. The matches of the two formalisms
with the HBLA mostly show a wavelength dependence.
Fig. 5.12 shows the bulk-like optical constants of permalloy for the SCTFs
determined by the TAB-EMA and RAB-EMA in the 2nd procedure. Compared
with the results in the 1st procedure (as shown in Fig. 5.9), the bulk optical
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constants for the RAB-EMA in this procedure show much smaller difference from
the data for the RAB-EMA. For instance, the bulk refractive indices given by the
two formalisms follow similar wavelength dispersion. The extinction coefficients
given by the two formalisms also show better agreement. But the refractive indices
obtained by TAB-EMA still display higher value than those obtained by RAB-
EMA over the entire spectrum. The refractive indices of the solid permalloy film
are between the TAB-EMA and RAB-EMA data. The extinction coefficients given
by the RAB-EMA show closer match to the reference sample at long wavelength.
5.4.3 Discussion
Compared with the HBLA, the TAB-EMA and RAB-EMA provide useful informa-
tion on the constituent fractions of a porous film with material infiltration. Thus
the analysis procedures are performed mainly to evaluate hybridization level as
well as the fraction changes after polymer infiltration.
In the 1st procedure, the TAB-EMA shows that the volume fraction of the
permalloy nanocolumns fpy increases from around 25% to 31% (shown in Ta-
ble 5.2), which reveals that the volume fraction of the interspace fin is reduced
since ideally fin = 1− fpy. With larger slanting angle the nanocolumns approach
each other and the intercolumnar distance along axis b decreases (Fig. 5.2(c)),
thus the increased permalloy fraction fpy is consistent with a larger slanting an-
gle. If the physical volume of permalloy Vpy remains constant upon infiltration
the increase in volume fraction must be related to a decrease in interspace volume.
The change of the interspace volume can be estimated by finding the ratio for the
interspace volume fraction before and after infiltration and can be expressed by:
t′s
ts
=
Vpy(
1− f ′py
f ′py
)
Vpy(
1− fpy
fpy
)
, (5.2)
where the apostrophe denotes the structural parameters after infiltration. Sub-
stituting the model parameters of HBLA ts = 82.53 nm, t
′
s = 66.09 nm and
TAB-EMA parameter fpy = 25.34% into Eq. 5.2, we obtain f
′
py ≈ 29.8% which
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agrees with the TAB-EMA result of 30.8%. fpy obtained by the RAB-EMA shows
a nearly constant value for the hybridized SCTF. Thereby, the permalloy vol-
ume fraction change revealed by the TAB-EMA is more consistent with the larger
nanocolumnar slanting angle after infiltration.
In the 2nd procedure, structural properties such as film thickness can be ob-
tained from the TAB-EMA and RAB-EMA. The results from both formalisms
(shown in Table 5.3) reveal a decreased SCTF thickness and an increased slant-
ing angle after infiltration which are consistent with the HBLA modeling results.
Eq. 5.1 is used to calculate the change of SCTF thickness as a function of the
slanting angle. Inserting the model parameters θ, θ′ and ts of TAB-EMA and
RAB-EMA into Eq. 5.1, respectively, we estimate a SCTF thickness of hybridized
SCTF t′s ≈ 60 nm for TAB-EMA and t′s ≈ 65 nm for RAB-EMA (shown in Ta-
ble 5.4). Compared with the calculation, both formalisms deliver a larger film
thickness.
In the 2nd procedure, the permalloy fractions given by the two AB-EMA for-
malisms show increased values after infiltration, therefore both formalisms deliver
results which show consistency with the further nanocolumnar inclination. In-
serting the model parameters from the TAB-EMA and RAB-EMA into Eq. 5.2,
respectively, we obtain that f ′py ≈ 26.3% for TAB-EMA and f ′py ≈ 23.9% for RAB-
EMA as shown in Table 5.4. The permalloy fraction given by the TAB-EMA is
slightly above the calculation, while the fraction given by the RAB-EMA is highly
Table 5.4: Comparison between the best-model parameters in the 2nd procedure
with the calculated values based on Eq. 5.1 and 5.2. t′s and f
′
py denote the SCTF
thickness and volume fraction of permalloy nanocolumns for the SCTF infiltrated
with PMMA, respectively.
TAB-EMA RAB-EMA
Calculation Model Calculation Model
t′s (nm) 60 67.2 65 75.4
f ′py (%) 26.3 27.5 23.9 23.6
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consistent with the calculation. Additionally, both formalisms give a significantly
reduced void fraction which indicates a high level of polymer infiltration.
As shown in Table 5.2 and 5.3, the constituent fraction results given by the
two AB-EMA formalisms in either 1st or 2nd procedure show difference. For
instance, the RAB-EMA delivers a higher void fraction for the permalloy SCTF
than the TAB-EMA in either procedure, while TAB-EMA gives a higher permalloy
fraction for the hybridized SCTF than the RAB-EMA. Unfortunately, alternative
methods are lacked for accurate determination on the constituent fractions of
SCTFs and hybridized SCTFs as discussed in Sect. 1.1.3.2. Therefore, no results
can be obtained in the literatures for an comparison with the AB-EMA results to
determine which formalism gives more accuracy.
The structural parameters such as film thickness and slanting angle can also be
determined with the AB-EMA formalisms in the 2nd procedure, but it is noted
that the AB-EMA results show some difference from the previous HBLA and
SEM analysis. This disagreement could be attributed to the AB-EMA model
assumption which deviates from the actual structure of SCTFs. Both AB-EMA
formalisms are approximations based on an ideal scenario where highly oriented
ellipsoidal inclusions are aligned in a host material. The model scenario is very
different from a real SCTF sample in which the nanocolumns are not ideally ellip-
soidal, but grown on the substrate. Additionally, the model parameters obtained
from the AB-EMA represent the averaged physical properties of the nanocolumns
which differ slightly from each other in shape and slanting angle. Therefore, the
AB-EMA is a physical model which gives an averaged approximation towards the
actual complicated SCTF structures. In contrast, the HBLA is a simple model
which only assumes the SCTFs to be homogeneous and biaxial and negates any
further assumption on the actual structure of the nanocolumns, thus it avoids
large deviation from the real sample and provides reliable results showing the
best agreement with the SEM analysis.
The effective optical constants along major axes are obtained from the AB-
EMA formalisms in both procedures. However, good agreement with the HBLA
results must be pursued, because the HBLA is considered to be a primary method
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providing pristine results on the biaxial optical constants. In general, the AB-
EMA results in the 1st procedure show a closer match to the HBLA data than in
the 2nd procedure, since the 1st procedure uses directly the biaxial optical con-
stants from the HBLA as the target data for AB-EMA modeling. The difference
between the AB-EMA from HBLA data could be again due to the deviation of
the AB-EMA model assumption from the actual SCTF structure. In both proce-
dures, the two AB-EMA formalisms deliver the bulk optical constants of permalloy
which show large differences from each other and from the optical constants of
a solid permalloy film, especially the bulk refractive indices obtained in the 1st
procedure. The difference between the bulk optical constants and the reference
optical constants is generally expected, since porous nanocolumnar structure is
significantly different from the solid thin film, this morphology difference could
lead to surface and quantum confinement effects influencing the dielectric prop-
erties (143–145). Again, the actual sample structure which is not considered in the
AB-EMA model scenarios could contribute to this difference.
5.5 Conclusion
The HBLA and AB-EMA are incorporated into a GE analysis approach to de-
termine the structural and optical changes of the porous SCTFs upon polymer
infiltration. First, the HBLA is employed to model the GE data of SCTFs and
hybridized SCTFs to obtain the effective biaxial optical constants and structural
parameters. A further inclination of the nanocolumns after infiltration is iden-
tified by the HBLA modeling, which can be confirmed with scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) analysis. The increase of optical constants along the major
axes corresponds to the addition of PMMA and the structural changes. The
changes in birefringence and dichroism are also fully revealed by the HBLA. It is
deduced that the nanocolumn bending is caused by the polymer shrinkage during
the solidification.
In order to evaluate the constituent fraction changes upon PMMA infiltration,
the two AB-EMA formalisms are utilized to analyze the HBLA data of effective bi-
axial optical constants and experimental Mueller matrix data in two different pro-
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cedures. In the 1st procedure, the AB-EMA results show a significantly reduced
void fraction which indicates a high level of polymer infiltration. The changed
permalloy fraction for the hybridized SCTF revealed by the modelling approaches
show consistency with the nanocolumn deformation as identified in the previous
HBLA and SEM results. The structural parameters such as SCTF thickness and
slanting angle obtained in the 2nd procedure also show good agreement with SEM
analysis.
Our analysis approach demonstrates that the HBLA is needed to deliver the
pristine effective optical constants for SCTFs and hybridized SCTFs which can be
used as the target data for the AB-EMA formalisms. Furthermore, the HBLA can
be used to provide reliable results on the structural properties (SCTF thickness
and slanting angle) which show the best agreement with SEM analysis. Both
AB-EMA formalisms are based on model scenarios which differ partly from the
real nanocolumnar structure within SCTFs, thus the two formalisms could yield
results which deviate from each other, or from the HBLA and SEM analysis,
for instance the bulk optical constants in both procedures. However, the AB-
EMA formalisms are useful for determination of constituent fraction changes upon
infiltration, which are difficult to obtain with other characterization methods.
Chapter 6
Optical Anisotropy of Porous
Polymer Film Revealed via
Generalized Ellipsometry
6.1 GE Data Analysis Procedure
Stratified optical models as illustrated in Fig. 6.1 are utilized to analyze the ex-
perimental Mueller matrix data with TAB-EMA. For the Co SCTF, the optical
model comprises an isotropic Si substrate, an isotropic Ti layer and an anisotropic
(AB-EMA) layer. The AB-EMA layer accounts for the biaxial dielectric response
of SCTF and includes the bulk optical constants of Co and void (n = 1, k = 0).
The orientation of the major polarizability axes in AB-EMA layer is depicted in
Fig. 6.1(a). The c axis orients along the long axis of the nanocolumns. The mono-
clinic angle β denotes the angle between b and c. The Euler angle θ indicates the
angle between the c axis and the substrate surface normal (slanting angle of the
nanocolumns). The bulk optical constants of Co are parameterized using sums of
harmonic oscillator functions to maintain Kramers-Kronig consistency and reduce
the numbers of unknown parameters. For the Co SCTF infiltrated with PMMA
before and after RIE, the model consists of a Si substrate, a Ti layer, an AB-EMA
layer and a top isotropic PMMA layer. The AB-EMA layer accounting for the
SCTF infiltrated with PMMA comprises the bulk optical constants of Co, PMMA
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Figure 6.1: Optical models for: (a) the as-deposited Co SCTF; (b) Co SCTF
infiltrated with PMMA before and after RIE; (c) PMMA iSCTF.
and void. The orientation of major axes for the sample (shown in Fig. 6.1(b))
is similar with the Co SCTF. For the PMMA iSCTF, the model consists of a
Si substrate, a Ti layer and an AB-EMA layer. The AB-EMA layer accounting
for the iSCTF includes the bulk optical constants of Co, PMMA and void. As
depicted in Fig. 6.1(c), the c axis is directed along the long axis of the slanted
columnar nanopores and θ denotes the slanting angle of the nanopores. The bi-
axial optical response of PMMA iSCTF is considered to be orthorhombic with
β = 90◦. The bulk optical constants of Co determined previously in the model-
ing for Co SCTF and those of PMMA determined by a Cauchy model are kept
constant during the modeling for the Co SCTF infiltrated with PMMA before or
after RIE and PMMA iSCTF. In the modeling for all samples, the experimental
and model-calculated data are matched as close as possible by varying the model
parameters (best-model).
Same model and axis orientation shown in Fig. 6.1(c) are used for the RAB-
EMA analysis on the PMMA iSCTF. The AB-EMA layer accounting for the
iSCTF includes the bulk optical constants of Co, PMMA and void. The bulk
optical constants for Co (from Palik (146)) and PMMA (determined previously by
a Cauchy model) are kept constant during the modeling.
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Figure 6.2: The cross-section SEM images of (a) the as-deposited Co SCTF, (b)
PMMA iSCTF coated with 5 nm of Al2O3, (c) PMMA iSCTF coated with 45 nm
Ti layer and top-view SEM image of (d) PMMA iSCTF coated with 8 nm Ti. Scale
bar: 200 nm. The overlaid schemes in (a) and (b) depict the orthorhombic system
with the c axis along the orientation of the slanted nanocolumns or nanopores
and a axis parallel to the film surface. The slanting angle θ represents the angle
between c and the substrate surface normal (dashed line).
6.2 SEM and EDX Analysis
Fig. 6.2 shows the cross-section and top-view SEM images for typical samples of
as-deposited Co SCTFs and PMMA iSCTFs. From the cross-sectional image of
PMMA iSCTF in Fig. 6.2(b), it can be seen that the pores with shape of slanted
columns are oriented within the PMMA matrix. The diameter of the slanted
pores is evaluated to be 12 nm ± 4 nm which is close to that of the as-deposited
Co nanocolumns (19 nm ± 4 nm) when a 5 nm Al2O3 coating is considered.
Note that the nanoscale feature below 20 nm of the PMMA iSCTF is preserved
by a conformal ALD coating of Al2O3. The slanting angle of the nanopores is
evaluated to be 71◦ ± 3◦ in Fig. 6.2(b). From Fig. 6.2(c), the total thickness for
Al2O3-coated iSCTF plus the top Ti layer is determined to be 140 nm ± 4 nm.
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Figure 6.3: EDX spectra of (a) the as-deposited Co SCTF and (b) PMMA iSCTF
coated with 5 nm of Al2O3.
Subtracting the thicknesses of 5 nm for Al2O3 and 45 nm for Ti, we determine the
thickness for PMMA iSCTF to be approximately 90 nm. The top-view image of
PMMA iSCTF in Fig. 6.2(d) shows a large number of pores randomly distributed
on the sample surface even though the sample is coated with a 8 nm Ti layer. The
SEM images of PMMA iSCTF indicate evidently that the PMMA iSCTF and Co
SCTF template are structurally complementary to each other. The slanted pores
lead to a strong structural anisotropy in PMMA iSCTF. Table 6.1 summarizes
the structural parameters for the as-deposited Co SCTF and PMMA iSCTF film
Table 6.1: The structural parameters for the as-deposited Co SCTF and PMMA
iSCTF obtained from SEM analysis. tf : film thickness; θ: the slanting angle; d:
the diameter of the Co nanocolumns or slanted pores; ta: thickness of Ti adhesion
layer.
Parameter SCTF SCTF+PMMA
ts (nm) 82± 6 90± 4
θ (◦) 61± 3 71± 3
d (nm) 19± 4 12± 4
ta (nm) 37± 3 39± 2
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determined from SEM analysis.
Fig. 6.3(a) and (b) show the EDX spectra of the Co SCTF and PMMA iSCTF
coated with Al2O3, respectively. Both spectra display Ti peaks due to the Ti
adhesion layer in the samples. The peaks positioned at approximately 3.5 eV
in both spectra are pileup signals from Si (126). The spectrum of PMMA iSCTF
in Fig. 6.3(b) shows an increased signal of carbon (C) due to the presence of
PMMA and a new signal from aluminum (Al) which is attributed to the thin
Al2O3 coating. Furthermore, Fig. 6.3(b) shows no signals from Co element (EDX
detection limit on transition metals is generally in the order of 0.1 wt% (147)),
indicating FeCl3 etching removed the Co slanted columns effectively.
6.3 TAB-EMA Analysis
6.3.1 Experimental and Best-model Calculated Mueller
Matrix Data
Fig. 6.4 depicts the experimental and best-model calculated off-diagonal Mueller
matrix elements Mij normalized to M11 for the samples at each step of the prepa-
ration processes as depicted in Fig. 4.1(a): (a) as-deposited Co SCTF; (b) SCTF
infiltrated with PMMA; (c) SCTF infiltrated with PMMA after RIE; (d) PMMA
iSCTF. Data for the Co SCTF and PMMA-infiltrated SCTFs resemble those pre-
sented in chapter 5, thus the diagonal elements for the sample are omitted further
for brevity, while off-diagonal elements are discussed below. Comparing (a) and
(b), we can see the variation of the off-diagonal elements again showing large dif-
ferences after infiltration, indicative of the changes in the optical anisotropy due
to polymer filling. However, the data for the two hybridized samples in (b) and (c)
show very similar variation patterns, which suggests that the optical anisotropy
is unchanged after RIE etching.
The off-diagonal Mueller matrix elements for the Co SCTF template and
PMMA iSCTF are compared in Fig. 6.5. The experimental off-diagonal elements
of Co SCTF show a two-fold rotational symmetry versus sample azimuth φ. The
two pseudoisotropic sample orientations of Co SCTF with Mij ≈ 0 are present at
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Figure 6.4: Experimental (open circles) and best-model calculated (solid lines) off-
diagonal Mueller matrix elements Mij normalized to M11 for the samples versus
azimuth φ and angle of incidence Φa = 45
◦, 55◦, 65◦, 75◦ at λ = 485 nm: (a)
as-deposited Co SCTF; (b) SCTF infiltrated with PMMA; (c) SCTF infiltrated
with PMMA after RIE; (d) PMMA iSCTF. The symbols in the blocks denote the
multiplications.
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Figure 6.5: Experimental (open circles) and best-model calculated (solid lines) off-
diagonal Mueller matrix elements Mij normalized to M11 versus sample azimuth φ
and angle of incidence Φa = 45
◦, 55◦, 65◦, 75◦ at λ = 485 nm. Columns (a) and (b)
show the GE data for the as-deposited Co SCTF and PMMA iSCTF, respectively.
Note that M14 for the Co SCTF and Mij for the PMMA iSCTF are scaled up.
The symbols in the lower right corner of the blocks denote the multiplication.
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Figure 6.6: Experimental (open circles) and best-model calculated (solid lines)
Mueller matrix elements Mij normalized to M11 at angle of incidence Φa = 45
◦
for three different sample azimuths φ = 0◦, 60◦, 120◦ within spectral range from
400 to 1650 nm: (a) Co SCTF; (b) PMMA iSCTF. The Mueller matrix data are
presented by stack plots. For each stack plot, Mij at φ = 0
◦ is set as the baseline
data and a constant offset is added up to the data at followed φ. The number at
the upper right corner of each block denotes the offset.
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φ ≈ 0◦ and φ ≈ 180◦, where the plane of incidence is parallel to the nanocolumn
orientation. Compared to the SCTF template, the magnitudes of the off-diagonal
elements and their variation versus sample azimuth φ are substantially decreased
for PMMA iSCTF, which discloses a large reduction of optical anisotropy within
PMMA iSCTF. However, the data for PMMA iSCTF still show a similar symme-
try versus φ. The off-diagonal elements reveal an optical anisotropy within PMMA
iSCTF since otherwise these elements are zero. This optical anisotropy results
from the anisotropic structure which consists of highly oriented nanopores within
PMMA matrix as shown in the SEM image (Fig. 6.2(b)). The two pseudoisotropic
orientations for PMMA iSCTF remain positioned at φ ≈ 0◦ and φ ≈ 180◦ approxi-
mately, which indicates that after etching SCTF template the pores within PMMA
preserve the slanted nanocolumnar structure and the slanted pores are oriented
parallel to the plane of incidence at two pseudoisotropic orientations. The sim-
ilarities in the off-diagonal Mueller matrix data reveal that the PMMA iSCTF
resembles Co SCTF template in the anisotropic optical response.
Fig. 6.6 shows how the spectral Mueller matrix element data for the two sam-
ples vary with different sample azimuths. In order to distinguish the decreased
Mij for PMMA iSCTF at different azimuths, the data are plotted as stacks with
offsets for three azimuths φ = 0◦, 60◦, 120◦, andMij at φ = 0◦ is set as the baseline
data. It is noted that the diagonal elements (M12, M33, M34) for PMMA iSCTF
show nearly identical wavelength dependency for three different azimuths. In the
off-diagonal element spectra, it is seen clearly that the data at φ = 0◦ vanish to
zero over the entire spectral range. At the other two azimuths, the off-diagonal
elements for PMMA iSCTF exhibit a large variation against λ especially in the
short wavelength range, further indicating the anisotropic optical response within
PMMA iSCTF. From both Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6, the best-model calculated data for
Co SCTF are in excellent agreement with experimental data. For PMMA iSCTF,
the experimental off-diagonal element spectra become less smooth and small dif-
ferences can be seen between the experimental and calculated data, which could be
due to that such small signals nearly reach the detection limit of the ellipsometer.
However, the best-model calculation matches the data signatures versus sample
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azimuth and angle of incidence excellently as shown in Fig. 6.5. In Fig. 6.6, the
calculated spectral data also show a good agreement with the experimental data.
6.3.2 Structural Properties
Table 6.2 shows the structural parameters determined by the best-model analysis
of the TAB-EMA for the samples at each step of the preparation processes. The
best-model results represent the averaged physical properties over the measured
spot on the samples. The error bars in the table denote the finite uncertainty
Table 6.2: The best-model parameters obtained from TAB-EMA: (a) as-deposited
Co SCTF; (b) SCTF infiltrated with PMMA; (c) SCTF infiltrated with PMMA
after RIE; (d) PMMA iSCTF. tf : film thickness; tp: thickness of top PMMA
layer; ta: thickness of Ti adhesion layer; β: the angle between b and c; θ: the
slanting angle; fv: the volume fraction of void; fCo: the volume fraction of Co
nanocolumns; fp: the volume fraction of PMMA; Lj: depolarization factor along
each major axis.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
SCTF SCTF/PMMA After RIE PMMA iSCTF
tf (nm) 83.07(8) 85.12(7) 85.80(8) 95.9(1)
tp (nm) N/A 21.18(7) 0.22(8) N/A
ta (nm) 31.29(8) 27.38(7) 27.98(7) 34.8(1)
β (◦) 90.03(4) 91.90(5) 92.09(5) 90 (fixed)
θ (◦) 59.68(1) 68.60(5) 69.00(5) 70.5(7)
fv (%) 78.96(2) 0 0 36.6(2)
fCo (%) 21.04(2) 16.6(1) 16.3(1) 0.15(1)
fp (%) N/A 83.4(1) 83.7(1) 63.2(2)
La 0.4112(4) 0.3723(6) 0.3683(6) 0.456(4)
Lb 0.5096(4) 0.6059(6) 0.6059(6) 0.320(4)
Lc 0.0792(6) 0.0218(3) 0.0259(3) 0.224(3)
MSE 33.1 69.4 68.3 129.5
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which is related to the measurement accuracy and best-model calculation pro-
cess. From the results for the SCTF infiltrated with PMMA, it is found that the
nanocolumnar slanting angle increases from 60◦ to 69◦, which reveals a further
inclination of nanocolumns after infiltration. The void fraction decreased signif-
icantly to zero is indicative of an excellent infiltration. From the results after
RIE, it can be seen that all the structural parameters for SCTF with PMMA are
almost identical to those before RIE, aside from the top PMMA layer thickness
decreased to nearly zero. This result indicate that the RIE etching is carefully
controlled such that only the top PMMA layer is removed, whereas the SCTF
structure and PMMA infiltration underneath are intact. The preserved structural
properties after RIE lead to the unchanged anisotropic optical response as shown
in Fig. 6.4(b) and (c).
The obtained structural parameters for the Co SCTF template and PMMA
iSCTF are mainly compared and discussed. The best-model results for the Co
SCTF show a film thickness of 83 nm and slanting angle of 60◦ approximately,
which are highly consistent with the values found via SEM analysis (82 nm and
61◦, respectively). The slanting angle of the PMMA iSCTF is determined to be
70◦ which is in good agreement with SEM result showing θ ≈ 71◦. The thickness
of the iSCTF given by best-model is 96 nm which is slightly above the SEM
result with tf ≈ 90 nm. The parameter ta values for both samples are consistent
with the SEM analysis. The best-model results for the iSCTF reveal that the Co
volume fraction parameter is decreased significantly from 21.04% to 0.15% which
is consistent with the vanished Co EDX signal in Fig. 6.3(b). The PMMA fraction
is the largest with 63.2% indicating PMMA becomes the main constituent in this
iSCTF. The void fraction is determined to be 36.6% by the best-model which
confirms the porous structure within the film. Comparing to the depolarization
factors of the Co SCTF, it is found that for the PMMA iSCTF Lb decreases and
Lc increases while the change in La is relatively small, but Lc still shows the lowest
value compared with La and Lb, indicative of a cylindrical pore shape elongated
along c axis. We find that β is approximately 90◦ for both Co SCTF and iSCTF,
and thus both films reveal orthorhombic optical anisotropy along axes a, b and c.
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6.3.3 Anisotropic Optical Properties
Fig. 6.7 depicts the effective optical constants along the three major axes of the as-
deposited Co SCTF and PMMA iSCTF which are determined by the best-model
calculation based on the TAB-EMA. The optical constants of the Co SCTF along
axis c show strongest wavelength dependency, The structure of optical anisotropy
follows nc > na > nb in the near-infrared spectral region (above 800 nm) and kc >
ka > kb over the entire spectrum. For the PMMA iSCTF, the optical constants
along each axis are decreased substantially due to the removal of Co nanocolumns.
The ultra low extinction coefficients are attributed to the low volume fraction of
Co and are indicative of high transparency over the spectral range. The refractive
indices of the PMMA iSCTF along each axis show a small wavelength dependency
similar to that of the solid PMMA film obtained by a Cauchy model. na, nb and
nc are lower than the refractive indices of the solid PMMA film (between 1.49 and
1.51 approximately), which reflects the porous structure within the iSCTF. The
structure for optical anisotropy becomes nc > na > nb in the entire spectral range,
thus c remains as the axis of the PMMA iSCTF for which the largest dielectric
polarizability occurs. For ease of comparison, the effective refractive indices of
Si SCTF (tf = 109 nm, β = 88
◦ and θ = 62◦) which is nearly lossless in this
spectral range are exhibited in Fig. 6.7 (135). It is noted that nc > na > nb holds
over the entire spectral range for Si SCTF. Therefore, our results indicate that
the samples with complementary physical structures possess identical structure
for optical anisotropy.
Fig. 6.8 depicts the birefringence for the as-deposited Co SCTF, PMMA iSCTF
and Si SCTF which is presented as the difference of the refractive indices between
the major axes extracted from the TAB-EMA. Instead of a strong wavelength
dependency as for the Co SCTF, the birefringence for PMMA iSCTF is reduced
substantially and becomes nearly constant over the entire spectral range, which is
because the refractive indices along each axis show weak wavelength dependency
after removing the Co nanocolumns (shown in the right column of Fig. 6.7). For
Co SCTF, Δnc−a and Δnc−b vanish at 750 nm approximately, but for PMMA
iSCTF Δnc−a, Δnc−b and Δnb−a stabilize at certain non-zero values in the entire
spectral range. Δnc−b shows the largest value at 0.022 approximately. In the
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Figure 6.7: Effective optical constants, nj and kj (j = a, b, c), along the major
axes a (solid lines), b (dashed lines) and c (dotted lines) determined by the TAB-
EMA for the as-deposited Co SCTF and PMMA iSCTF. nj for the Si SCTF and
refractive indices for the solid PMMA film are shown in the bottom blocks of each
column for comparison.
near-infrared range where Si has little absorption, the birefringence also becomes
nearly constant for Si SCTF. Similarly, Si SCTF has no vanished birefringence
over the entire spectral range with Δnc−b being the largest. From the results
above, it is indicated that PMMA iSCTF has similar birefringence behavior with
the slanted nanocolumns.
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Figure 6.8: The birefringence between the major axes for the as-deposited Co
SCTF (square), PMMA iSCTF (circle) and Si SCTF (triangle) is depicted in
column (a). Column (b) shows the the birefringence for PMMA iSCTF in reduced
scale for clear view. The refractive indices nj along the major axes (j = a, b, c)
are extracted from the TAB-EMA best-model calculation and the birefringence is
represented by the difference of nj between the axes: Δnc−a = nc − na; Δnc−b =
nc − nb; Δnb−a = nb − na.
6.3.4 Discussion
From the best-model results in Table 6.2, it is noted that the slanting angle θ
of the PMMA iSCTF is larger than that of the as-deposited Co SCTF. Upon
PMMA infiltration via spin-coating, the nanocolumns may incline further to the
substrate due to the polymer shrinkage (134). After FeCl3 etching, the nanopores
preserve the shape of the inclined nanocolumns, therefore possessing an increased
θ. The ultra low volume fraction for Co in PMMA iSCTF given by the model is
consistent with the EDX results in Fig. 6.3(b) showing no distinguishable signal
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from Co element. Since a detection limit on transition metals exists in the order of
0.1 wt% (147)), the Co fraction is still included in the TAB-EMA to account for the
residual Co component after FeCl3 etching. Ideal etching on SCTF template could
result in a void fraction for the PMMA iSCTF equal to the Co volume fraction
of the as-deposited SCTF. fv for PMMA iSCTF is larger than fCo for the as-
deposited SCTF. This disagreement indicates that a small amount of PMMA was
removed along with Co nanocolumns during the FeCl3 etching. The difference
of the depolarization factors between the two samples can be explained by the
difference in slanting angle. The increased Lc of the PMMA iSCTF could be
due to the further inclination of the nanopores towards the substrate surface
than the as-deposited nanocolumns, where Lc approaches zero with the infinite
columnar structures perpendicular to the substrate, while approaching unity with
such columns parallel to the substrate (107). The reduction in Lb can be explained
by the smaller space along b resulting from the larger slanting angle. Since the
larger slanting angle has limited effect on the interspace along a, the change in La
is relatively small.
For the monoclinic optical system, the Euler angles such as θ become wavelength-
dependent, because they depend explicitly on the wavelength-dependent dielec-
tric functions along three axes. (107,131) However, Fig. 6.7 shows a weak wave-
length dependency of the effective refractive indices for PMMA iSCTF, thus
the wavelength-dependency of the Euler angles for the monoclinic system can
be hardly revealed by the GE analysis in the spectral range of interest here.
Instead, the biaxial optical properties for PMMA iSCTF are determined to be
orthorhombic. In Fig. 6.7 and 6.8, the PMMA iSCTF and Si SCTF show the
resemblance in biaxial optical properties. This result reveals that the anisotropic
optical behaviors for the two samples may be analogous to the reciprocity the-
orem. According to the general definition, the reciprocity theorem represents
the reciprocal relations for systems of sources in which one source and another
source are interchangeable without altering the response of the systems to either
source. (148) In the present work, the system is composed of two complementary
structures with different electric dipole distributions: slanted nanopores embedded
in polymers and slanted nanocolumns embedded in voids. The dipole radiation
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due to the incident light is the source for the optical response of materials. (129)
When the SCTFs are present, the anisotropic optical response results from the
dipoles within the slanted nanocolumns. When the slanted nanopores replace
nanocolumns, dipole radiation of the polymer surrounding the hollow cores be-
comes the source. Our TAB-EMA results demonstrate that the two dipole sources
within each structure can be interchanged, while the classification and structure
for optical anisotropy are identical. Therefore, and notwithstanding that differ-
ent materials produce different absolute values of optical constants, the PMMA
iSCTFs and SCTFs exhibit a reciprocal relation in anisotropic optical behavior.
The similarities in Mueller matrix data also reveal this reciprocity.
6.4 RAB-EMA Analysis
The structural parameters obtained from RAB-EMA are shown and compared
with TAB-EMA results in Table 6.3. The two AB-EMA formalisms show good
agreement on the thicknesses, slanting angle and constituent fractions with TAB-
EMA. The closeness of MSE indicate both AB-EMA formalisms produce same
quality of match to the experimental Mueller matrix data. For the depolarization
factors, both formalisms deliver the smallest values along c, but La > Lb obtained
from TAB-EMA while La > Lb from RAB-EMA. Since the depolarization factors
depend on the shape of the columnar nanopores embedded in PMMA matrix,
different orders for La and Lb indicate the two formalisms give different results
on pore geometry along a and b. However, both formalisms are consistent in the
elongated pore structure along c.
In Fig. 6.9, the effective optical constants along each major axis for the PMMA
iSCTF obtained from the RAB-EMA and TAB-EMA show excellent agreement.
Such agreement can also be obtained in the results for Si SCTF(135). But for lossy
metal (e.g., Co, Ti and permalloy) SCTFs, the RAB-EMA and TAB-EMA deliver
different results on the principal biaxial optical constants(135). Thus it is indicated
that for lossless or nearly lossless materials, such as PMMA and Si nanostructured
films, the two AB-EMA formalisms can produce very close results for the effec-
tive optical constants as well as the structural parameters. According to Eq. 3.34
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for the RAB-EMA, the depolarization factor along each axis is function of the
dielectric constants and becomes wavelength-dependent, while these factors are
wavelength-independent for the TAB-EMA. For the lossy materials which have
strong dispersion in the optical constants, the difference in the results between
the two formalisms can be large. However, for the materials with low or vanished
extinctive coefficients such as dielectric polymers, the wavelength-dependent ef-
fect becomes small for the RAB-EMA depolarization factors, therefore the two
formalisms can deliver very similar results.
Table 6.3: The best-model parameters obtained from RAB-EMA and TAB-EMA
for PMMA iSCTF. tf : film thickness; ta: thickness of Ti adhesion layer; β: the
angle between b and c; θ: the slanting angle; fv: the volume fraction of void; fCo:
the volume fraction of Co nanocolumns; fp: the volume fraction of PMMA; Lj:
depolarization factor along each major axis. The error bars given in parentheses
denote the numerical uncertainty of the last digit (90% confidence interval). Note
that the Dj values determined by the RAB-EMA are converted according to the
definition of Lj of the TAB-EMA as shown in Eq. 3.29.
Parameter RAB-EMA TAB-EMA
tf (nm) 95.81(4) 95.9(1)
ta (nm) 34.83(9) 34.8(1)
β (◦) 90 (fixed) 90 (fixed)
θ (◦) 69.2(5) 70.5(7)
fv (%) 36.26(1) 36.6(2)
fCo (%) 0.16(1) 0.15(1)
fp (%) 63.58(1) 63.2(2)
La 0.34(3) 0.456(4)
Lb 0.45(2) 0.320(4)
Lc 0.22(3) 0.224(3)
MSE 129.6 129.5
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Figure 6.9: Effective optical constants along the major axes a, b and c of the
PMMA iSCTF determined by the RAB-EMA (dashed lines) and TAB-EMA (dot-
ted lines): nj and kj (j = a, b, c)
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6.5 Conclusion
The anisotropic structural and optical properties of the PMMA iSCTFs and SCTF
templates are obtained via GE. The PMMA iSCTFs were obtained by spin-coating
PMMA onto the Co SCTFs and subsequent wet etching of the Co templates. The
TAB-EMA is utilized to analyze the measured GE data measured on the samples
at each step of the preparation processes. The obtained TAB-EMA parameters al-
low for monitoring the structural changes at each step, such as infiltration and top
polymer layer thickness. For the PMMA iSCTFs and SCTF templates, the mod-
eling results on film thickness and slanting angle are in good agreement with SEM
analysis. The TAB-EMA delivers an ultra low Co fraction for PMMA iSCTFs
which is consistent with the EDX results. The porosity of PMMA iSCTFs with
anisotropic pore structure is also determined.
The optical property results for PMMA iSCTFs show that optical constants
along each axis are decreased substantially as well as the wavelength-dependency.
The refractive indices lower than the values for bulk PMMA indicate the porous
structure within the sample. The optical anisotropy revealed by GE for the
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PMMA iSCTFs and SCTF templates is further compared. The off-diagonal
Mueller matrix elements of the two samples exhibit a similar symmetry versus
sample azimuth and identical pseudoisotropic sample orientations. The biaxial
optical properties are determined to be orthorhombic for both samples. The
PMMA iSCTFs and SCTFs possess the same order for the effective refractive in-
dices with largest values along c axis, and show resemblance in birefringence. The
identical class and structure for optical anisotropy indicate that the anisotropic
optical behaviors for the two complementary structures are in accordance with
reciprocity theorem in electrodynamics.
The structural parameters and principal biaxial optical constants obtained
from the two AB-EMA formalisms show excellent agreement for PMMA iSCTFs,
which is attributed to the small wavelength-dependency in the optical constants
for polymer.
Chapter 7
Summary and Outlook
In the present thesis, GE is demonstrated to be an effective characterization
methodology to determine the structural and optical properties for two types of
anisotropic nanoporous media: the SCTFs infiltrated with polymers and inverse-
SCTF porous polymer films. The SCTFs prepared with GLAD were infiltrated
with PMMA via spin-coating. The porous polymer films were prepared with
infiltrating PMMA into porous SCTFs and subsequent removal of the SCTF tem-
plates. The GE modeling approaches were employed to analyze the Mueller matrix
element data measured on the samples from visible to near-infrared spectral range.
The changes in the structural and anisotropic optical properties for the SCTFs
due to infiltration are determined with the GE modeling approach combining the
HBLA and two formalisms of AB-EMA. The HBLA was utilized to analyze the
Mueller matrix data to identify a decreased film thickness and larger slanting an-
gle which conform with the geometry calculation based on a further bending of
the nanocolumns. The significant changes in the biaxial optical properties such
as effective principal optical constants are also quantitatively determined with
the HBLA. It is found that the polymer infiltration and nanocolumnar bending
contribute to the optical property changes. In order to evaluate the constituent
fraction changes, two formalisms of AB-EMA, traditional AB-EMA and rigorous
AB-EMA, are employed in two different analysis procedures. In the first proce-
dure, the effective optical constants along major axes are used as the analysis data
for the AB-EMA. A high level of infiltration is indicated in the results. The in-
creased permalloy fraction shows good agreement with the geometry calculation.
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In the second procedure, the two AB-EMA formalisms are utilized to directly
analyze the Mueller matrix data. The results also reveal a further columnar incli-
nation and increased permalloy fraction after infiltration. However, the HBLA is
considered to be the primary method for determining the biaxial optical properties
including principal optical constants and monoclinic angle.
The structural and optical properties of the porous PMMA films with inverse
SCTF structure (PMMA iSCTFs) are further investigated with the AB-EMA
modeling of GE data. In the AB-EMA, the slanted columnar pores are assumed
to be highly oriented within the PMMA matrix which is the inverse structure
of the template. This model scenario is consist with the SEM observation. The
structural parameters such as film thickness, slanting angle and void fraction are
in good agreement with the SEM and EDX results. This section focuses on the
relation of optical anisotropy between the PMMA iSCTFs and SCTF templates
which are structurally complementary. The off-diagonal Mueller matrix data for
PMMA iSCTFs show resemblance in azimuth symmetry and pseudoisotropic ori-
entation to those for the SCTFs. The classification of the optical anisotropy for
both samples are determined to be orthorhombic. The effective optical constants
along each axis of the samples also follow the same order, which reveals an identi-
cal anisotropy structure. Therefore, the anisotropic optical behaviors for the two
complementary structures exhibit a reciprocal relation.
The GE analysis approach developed for the SCTFs upon infiltration opens
great possibility for future research on hybridized SCTFs. For instance, polymeric
composites with magnetic nanoparticles can be infiltrated into the porous regions
of SCTFs prepared from magnetic materials. It is a subject of interest to use
magneto-optical generalized ellipsometry (MOGE) to study the changes in the
anisotropic MO responses for the magnetic SCTFs due to nanoparticles (149–152).
The present approach delivers the biaxial optical properties of SCTFs which will
be the basis for further analysis on MO effects. In addition, this approach is
proposed to be used for the SCTF sensing devices, since the constituent fraction
evaluation allows for quantitative determination on the analytes attached onto
SCTFs. Finally, the application of the GE analysis can be extended to charac-
terize other hybridized columnar systems, such as highly oriented nanorods or
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nanotubes. For instance, GE analysis will be particularly useful to evaluate the
structure and hybridization degree for hybrid photovoltaic materials composed of
conjugated polymer and inorganic nanocolumns(20,23,153).
The GE analysis with the AB-EMA can be considered as a versatile and non-
destructive method for studying the porosity, pore shape and optical anisotropy
of porous polymer films with complex 3-D pore structures. Future research is
proposed to utilize this approach to characterize porous polymers with highly-
ordered cylindrical pores prepared from template or self-assembly methods(28).
Such cylindrical pore structure leads to birefringence within polymer films which
can have potential application in optical retarding elements. GE analysis will be
an effective method to measure the polymeric birefringence. Additionally, GE
can be incorporated into ellipsometry porosimetry (EP) technology to determine
the pore size distribution for anisotropic porous polymers. Current EP only uses
standard ellipsometry measurements and isotropic optical model for data anal-
ysis (72,73,83,87). Instead, the GE analysis with the AB-EMA adapts the Mueller
matrix element measurements and considers the form-induced anisotropy, which
allows for an accurate determination of the polymeric porous properties.
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